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---Texas Instruments Tl-994A - COMPUTERS. COMPONENTS ANO SOFTWARE--

TEX ♦COMP'�roudly Introduces
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

dventure 
For the Texas Instruments 

ATTENTION Tl OWNERS, 

By special arrangement with Texas Instruments 

and Adventure International, TEX-COMP is now 

able to offer the entire 12 volume series of Scott 

Adam's Adventure for the TI-9914A Home 

Computer. At a special package price of only 

$49.95, you are saving hundreds of dollars off 

of the original suggested retail price for these 

adventures when purchased separately. 

Scott Adams Adventure Series has 

The 

been 

produced for every major brand of home and 

personal computer and is recognized as_ the lead

ing name in adventure gaming. 

If you are tired of shooting down aliens or 

running around mazes, then the intellectual chal

lenge that comes with adventure gaming may be 

waiting for you. No special equipment other than 

the TI-9914A (or 9914) console and a tape re

corder or disk drive storage capability. You just 

insert the TI Adventure Module• into the 

THE ADVENTURES. • • 

#1 ADVENTURELAND -Wander through an enchanted realm and try to 
uncover the 13 lost treasures. There are wild animals and magical beings 
to reckon with as well as many other perils and mysteries. This is the 
Adams Classic that started it all! Difficulty Level: Moderate 

#2 PIRATE ADVENTURE -Only by exploring this strange island will you 
be able to uncover the clues necessary to lead you to your elusive goal -
recovering the lost treasures of long John Silver. Difficulty Level: Beginner 

#3 ADVENTURE #3 - In this exciting Adventure, time is of the essence 
as you race the clock .to complete your mission in time - or else the 
world's first automated nuclear reactor is doomed! If you survive this chal
lenging mission, consider yourself a true Adventurer' Difficulty Level: 
Advanced 

#4 VOODOO CASTLE -The Count has fallen victim to a fiendish curse 
placed on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you his only possible 
hope. Will you pull off a rescue, or is he really down for the Count?! 
Difficulty level: Moderate 

#5 THE COUNT - It begins when you awake in a large· brass bed in a 
castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you doing here 
and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood? Difficulty level: 
Moderate 

ff STRANGE ODYSSEY - At the galaxy's rim, there are rewards 
aplenty to be harvested from a long-dead alien civilization, including fabu
lous treasures and advanced technologies far beyond human ken' Prepare 
yourself for the incredible! Difficulty Level: Moder�,� 

#7 THE MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - As Adventure #7 begins, you find 

HINT BOOK 

yourself hopelessly lost in the middle of a carnival fun house. While es
cape may elude you. one thing is very clear - you're NOT here to have a 
good time! Difficulty level: Moderate 

#8 PYRAMID OF DOOM -This is an Adventure that will transport you to 
a dangerous land of crumbling ruins and trackless desert wastes into the 
PYRAMID OF DOOM! Jewels, gold - it's all here for the plundering - IF 
you can find the way. Difficulty level: Moderate 

#9 GHOST TOWN - You must explore a once-thriving mining town in 
search of the 13 hidden treasures. With everything from rattlesnakes to 
runaway horses, it sure ain't going to be easy! Includes a special bonus 
scoring system too! Difficulty level: Advanced 

#10 SAVAGE ISLAND PART I - A small island holds an awesome 
secret - will you be able to discover it? This is the beginning of a two-part 
Adventure. (The story continues in SAVAGE ISLAND PART 2, 
ADVENTURE #11.) NOTE: This one's a toughie - for experienced Ad
venturers only! Difficulty Level: Advanced 

#11 SAVAGE ISLAND PART II -The suspense begun in Adventure #10 
now comes to an incredible conclusion with SAVAGE ISLAND PART II! 
This Adventure requires you to have successfully finished #10, wherein 
you were given the secret password to begin this final half. NOTE: For 
experienced Adventurers only! Difficulty Level: Advanced 

#12 GOLDEN VOYAGE -The king lies near death in the royal palace. 
You have only three days to bring back the elixir needed to reiuvenate 
him. Journey through the lands of magic fountains, sacred temples, stormy 
seas and g.:ild, goic, GOLDI This one is for experienced Adventurers only! 
Difficulty Level: Advanced 

Our hint book provides clues and solutions to help you out of those sticky spots you have gotten into, while still enabling you to solve the 
Adventure yourself. So if you can't seem to get out of the bog, or locate the Pharoah's heart, then you've come to the right place for help. This 
edition includes hints for all SCOTT ADAMS Adventures 1 - 12. There is also a special section on the making of Adventure Maps. For those that 
just want answers, there is a solution section, too. But don't worry. All clues and solutions are specially encoded so that the only time you can 
get a clue or answer is when you want one. Hint Book . .... $7.95

Buy now and SA VE 
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INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL 

549.95 
All 12 Adventures Plus Bonus Adventures 

ON CASSETTE OR DISKS �eri es Never Before Pricing! 

Home Computer ... by SCOTT ADAMS 

console and load the particular game you want 

to play from cassette or disk. You will imme

diately be transported to another time and place 

where two word commands allow you to mani

pulate objects and perform acts just as if you 

were actually there. The object of each game is 

as varied as the games themselves and to win 

the game you must complete it. This may take 

hours, days or even months. Like a good novel 

you can lay it down and then continue where 
- --

you had left off. The program provides for 

saving the game on cassette or disk and then 

recalling it. 

TEX-COMP has made getti�g into TI ad

venturing inexpensive and exciting. If you are 

ready for adventuring then TEX-COMP is ready 

for you with complete supporting products such 

as the TI Adventure Command Module at only 

$6. 95, and the Official Scott Adams Adventure 

Hint Book at only $7. 97. 

� TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
HOME COMPU'lm 

TI ADVENTURE COMMAND MODULE 

ADVENTURE 

SOLID STATE CARTRIDGE & CASSETTE 

- - i

add 3f/o for credit card orders 

This module is required to use the games advertised on this page. If you do 

not already have it, it may be purchased from TEX-COMP for only $6.95. 

Adventure Module PHM3041 ................................ $6. 95 

RETURN TO PIRATE'S ISLAND 

The sequel to Pirates Adventure is now available from TEX-COMP on a self 

contained module with graphics! 

PHM3189 ................................................. S11.95 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 
WITH EACH ADVENTURE SERIES ORDER ON CASSETTE OR DISK, 

TEX-COMP IS INCLUDING THE LATEST ADVENTURE FROM 

EUROPE . . .  "KNIGHT IRONHEART" . . .  WHICH SELLS FOR $9. 95 

IN THE BIG TEX-COMP CATALOG ... (REQUIRES MODULE) 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

TEX .If COMP 
TM 

P.O. BOX 33084 - G� ANAOA HILLS, CA 111344 

Texas Instruments 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

TERMS: All prices F.O.B Los Angeles. For fastest service use cashiers check or money 
order. Personal checks take at least ten days to clear Add 3% sh1pp1ng and handling 
($3.00 minimum) East of M1ss1ss1pp1 4112% (Free shipping on all soltware orders over 

s100.00: 

NOTE: Payment in full must accompany all orders. Credit-Card, 

Company Check or Money Order for immediate shipment. Personal 

checks requ,re up to 4 weeks to clear. California orders add 6½% sales 

tax. 
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C□ntents 

miCRDpendium 
MICROpendium is published 12 

times annually in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material published in the 
pages of MICROpendium may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agreements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

While all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

Unless the author specifies, letters 
will be treated as unconditionally 
assigned for publication, copyright 
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to 
MICROpendium's unrestricted right 
to edit and comment. 

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a self-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 
Office. Subscriptions are $15 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 
John Koloen ........... Publisher 
Laura Burns ............ Editor 

Coming Next Month 

-Graphics for beginners

-Review of Gemini printers

-Several very useful and amusing

utilities 

®Copyright MICROpendium 

Table of Contents 

Touring the boards 
A rundown on a variety of electronic bulletin board systems that 

operate on the TI .................................................................. Page 12 

The computer revolution 
If the medium is the message, what is the electronic age telling 

us? Frankly, we can't tell yet .......................... , .................. Page 19 

It's coming, it's coming! 
At last, a TI-compatible computer has a scheduled date and 

place to make its debut. ....................................................... Page 21 

An Acorn from Oak Tree 
The Acorn 99 database program is released .................. Page 22 

A quiet little box 
Cor-Comp's 9900 expansion system . ............................... Page 23 
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Freeware ( or nearly so) 
Our offers, and those of others . ...................................... Page 33 

News bytes 
A mail program out of TI-Forth, a program to help you beat the 

odds, and ways to keep up with your credit cards .............. Page 34 

User Notes 
Rewriting the dictionary, cooling down the console and a quick 

way to find out how much space is left on your disks ......... Page 35 

Classifieds ···························································Page 38
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-- Te,as 1nst,-,ments r, 9,o◄A - COMPUTERS COMPON[NTS ANO SOI TWA Rf 

Tcll.U ... 
INSTRLM[NT-; 

TEX♦COMP .. 
America's Number One TEXAS INSTRUMENTS dealer. 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

Now get more out of your 
TI Home Computer - for less. 

ADD A 2ND DISK DRIVE TO YOUR 

TI /99/4A SYSTEM FOR ONLY 

Te�as Instruments · 
.c.

0�:t $129 
95

Disk Memory ��g�se 
Drive Mode!PHP/850

TEX-COMP with its enormous buying power has purchased 
the entire stockof TI PHP1850 stand alone disk driv�s 
from a major chain store and is passing th� savings
on to you. These units co�e complete with cable 
re�dy to be installed as a number two or three 

1 

disk drive . 

By adding a second drive to your system you can 
free yourself from swaping program and data 
disks on many programs. You can also �ake backups 
without any disk swapping. 

This is a limited offer subject to prior sale so act fast or you will 
miss the greates value in a Tl-99/4A disk drive that has ever been 
offered. 
These units are sold with a 90 day TI factory warranty honored at any 
TI exchange center. 

EXTRA VALVE BONUS 

With each disk drive ordered we are including a HEAD brand disk drive 
head cleaning klt which regularly sells for_ $15.95 in th� big !�X-C�MP , 
catalog. '. HE...n.-::: c,�aning'fC.."' •· 

Due to this outstanding value, we reserve the right to limit 
quantities. 

SDm $�_00 FOR Ol'R �FW 't'O-P,\(;f_ 99 1A CATAI.OC &: Rt 1 YERS 

GUIDE-WE I�CLl'DE A S5 SA \'l�C CERTIFICATE'. 

� (
-

� VISA snd MASTERCARD 

� .: · · · 
HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 

add J-, for m<l11 card� __ : r:l'I !!u� 
B) 366•6631

�C>aDUUNl 
. TERMS A.II pncea F O 8 Los Ano-let For lu!UI M'V•CI! UH cae..,,e,, check or money 

o,der Per11<>na1 checks take at least ten Oay5 to. clear Ado 3•,. 11h1pp1� anO handling 
(S3 00 m,n,muml Eaal ol M,a .. .a.pp, 4 v,•,.. 

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 

TEX .If COMP 
TM 

P.O. BOX 33084 · GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344 

NOTE: Payment ,n full must accompany a// orders Credit-Card. 

Company Check or Money Order for ,mmed1are shipment. Personal 

checks requ,re up ro, weeks to clear Cal1forn,a orders add t!Ya% sale• 

(BX 

Watch for �any more outstanding TI-99/4A offers coming from TEX-COMP. 
·tHE LEADER OF THE PACK·
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C□mments 

Odds and ends 

There appears to be ·a new TI99/4A compatible 
computer on the horizon. You'll find a story inside 
that provides an outline of what its features are 
expected to be, including 128K RAM and possible 80-
column capability. One thing not mentioned in the 
article is the location of the GROM port for use with 
TI cartridges, a must for any TI compatible unit. As I 
understand it, there will be a GROM port but the 
manufacturer has yet to decide whether to build it 
into the console or to provide it as an attachment. 

Meanwhile, what's happening with co-processors? 
According to Foundation Computing, a great deal. 
Orders for the company's ZB0A/80-column cards 
have come in so heavily that Foundation has been 
sending out letters to purchasers notifying them of 
delivery delays. (This issue contains a review of the 
Morning Star- Software CP !M co-processor card.) 

Another note on Freeware: We've been receiving a 
number of diskettes for Freeware that were sent to us 

& I 

without return postage or mailers. Anyone who has 
waited longer than a month to receive Freeware from 
MICROpendium should send us a stamped, self
addressed mailer. We recommend that each mailer 
include about 45 cents of postage for each disk that 
was sent to us, just to be on the safe side. Please, do 
not call us on this as we cannot afford to return long
distance calls concerning overdue Freeware.) 

We have begun filling qrders for the Extended 
BASIC Forth loader. The loader was perfected by 
Tom Freeman of the Los Angeles 99ers Computer 
Group. Included on the disk are four files: FORTH
SA VE, FORTHXB, LOAD AND DSRLNK. The 
original program was written on a double-sided disk 
and included the Forth system screens. However, 
these would not fit on a single-sided diskette. Instruc
tions on loading the program and its use with TI
Forth are included with the loader. 

That's all for now. 
-JK

Reviewed in MICROpendium 
r au • 

Listed below are the products that have been reviewed in MICROpendium 
and the issues in which the reviews appeared. 

B-1 Nuclear Bomber ......................................... : ....................... February 
Tandon TM-100 Disk Drive ........................................................ February 
Void ........................................................................................ February 
Beanstalk Adventure ................................................................ February 
Microsurgeon ........................................................................... February 
On Gaming .............................................................................. February 
Database 500 ............................................................................ February 
Star Trek ...................................................................................... March 
Escape From Balthazar ................................................................ March 
Garkon's Getaway ........................................................................ March 
Sky Diver ..................................................................................... March 
Mail-Call ...................................................................................... March 
Prowriter 8510 Printer ................................................................... March 
Monthly Budget$ Master ................................................................. April 
Budget Master ..................................................... .-.......................... April 
Home Budget .................................................................................. April 

���:�; "i<��i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: �:�::: �rn 
Khe Sanh ........................................................................................ April 
Companion Word Processor .............................................................. May 
Q•Bert ............................................................................................. May 
Mad-Dog 1&11 .................................................................................. May 
Programs for the TI Home Computer ................................................ May 
Creative Expressions Accounts Receivable/ Accounts Payable .......... June 
CDC 9409 Disk Drive ........................................................................ June 
Starship Concord ............................................................................. June 
Lost Treasure of the Aztec ............................................................... June 
ASW Tactics II ................................................................................ June 

... ! ... illt': ..... M 

Theon Raiders ..... .. .. .. . .. . ........ July 
Introduction to Assembly Language for the TI Home Computer .......... July 
Game of Wit............................ .. ............... .......... July 
Pole Position ............................................ .......................... ............ July
TE-1200 ........................................................................................ August 
Tower......................................... . .................................. August 
Galactic Battle........................... ............................. ...... .. . August 
Galaxy ......................................................... · ......................... ... August 
Wycove Forth ........................................................................ September 
99/4 Auto Spell-Check ............................................................. September 
QUICK-COPYer ............................. . ............................ September 
Wizard's Dominion ..................................... ................. ......... September 
Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem ........................................ September 
Killer Caterpillar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ......................... October 
ZORK I ............................................. ............................... ......... October 
Defender .................................................................................... October 
9900 Disk Controller Card/Manager ......................................... November 
Super Bugger .......................................................................... November 
Transtar 120S Printer ......................................................... .... November 
Floppy-Copy ........................................................................... November 

.. Da1a Base:x·.:.�.: ..................................................................... November 
Gravity Master ..................................................... : ................. December 
Data Base Manager System ..................................................... December 
Learning 99/4A Assembly Language Programming .................. December 
Super Sketch .............................................................................. January 
Foundation Computing 128K Card ............................................... January 
PTERM-99 ................................................................................. January 
TI-Runner .................................................................................. January 
Super Extended BASIC ............................................................. February 
Beginning Assembly Language for the TI .................................. February 
ZORK II .................................................................................. February 
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� � ADVENTURE
�q, '7h 11-�/4/i ED ITO R
'\, NOW WRITE AND EDIT YOUR OWN GAMES

FOR THE TI ADVENTURE-MODULE! 
TEX-COMP is proud to announce the 99/4-A Adventure Editor - an all new program which 

allows you to write your own adventure programs - Scott Adams move over 1 This disk or
cassette based program allows: 

1. Any existing adventure for the 'Adventure· command module to be edited, altered, listed,
copied from any storage medium to any other storage medium (i e. tape to disk or vice versa). 

2. New adventure games can be created freely, using a 'template game as a start-up step. 
These games can be conceived using the full power and capab1l1ties of the Tl 'Adventure·
command module. 

The program 1s written tor 'Mini-Memory' or 'Editor-Assembler' command modules (cassette
or disk) and offers the same features in both versions. 

The program offers a full screen editor and a special easy to use mnemonic language called
A.P.L (Adventure Programming Language), and comes with a complete and detailed 75 page
manual. 

TEX-COMP is also organizing a new Tl Adventuring Users Group which will allow low cost
exchange of user-written adventures between members.
Tl-99 / 4A Available NOW From TEX-COMP
Specify Mini-Memory (Cassette) or Editor Assembler (Disk) Versions 2 9 !d� 00 shipping

and handling
For the Texas Instruments Home Computer 

FROM QUALITY 99 SOFTWARE .. •>'\ .. · /\ /\ /\ 

DRAW 'N PLOT® %�� ·'.lJ / \ /j_�-
Now you can draw any image on the screen with PIXEL accuracy and assembly language SPEED. 

{ 

J-
You can also save any image or drawing you create to disk and read It into another program. Mix 

., , 
any combination of text and graphics, specify background and llne colors. PRINT any image from · ', 
the screen on an EPSON or GEMINI 10x compatible printer This Is the ultimate Tl-99/4A screen , , 

· \ 
dump program!!! lets you use your screen or printer like a expensive plotter, with 8 plotting com- .' ,' 1' :\ ', 
mands. Create and print drawings, graphs, designs, and 1llustratIons. The only llm1tatIon Is your \ \

' .� .. I 1 ', \ 
imagination. ', .�� · ·. -'. 

cHAiiT"'MAKER;'cK$39.95 postpaid ·
;i
tl ! 

This is an accessory program for use with the new "Draw 'N Plot" program. lets you Quickly and -� L-� 
easily create graphs and charts from ordinary figures. Produces both screen displays and printed 
coplea. 

Menu drlven ................................................... $19.95 (postpaid) 

DATABASE 99®
The Database Manager 

At last! A fast, flexible, friendly Data Base Management Program for the Tl-99/4A. Quality 99 soft
ware has created this all new program which contains everything you ever wanted from Tl's per
sonal record keeping but couldn' t  have due to memory limitations. Now you can create r�cords 
with up to 28 fields with up to 28 characters each. You can sort on any field and print any field In 
any column on any line. Very, very fast! Store 350 records on a single density disk or 1400 records 
on a OD/DS disk. Can be expanded to multiple drives! Create custom mail lists, keep track of 
collections, appointments, reservations etc. Finally, high powered Data Base Management can be 
yours on a Tl-99/4A. RequlrH: Disk, 32K, EX.BASIC 

$39.95 POSTPAID 

All hardware required to run these programs and Extended Basic are available from TEX-COMP 
SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

TEX ..If COMP
TM Texa

:,;;
ument•

P.O. BOX 33084 • GRANADA HILLS, CA 113� 'V 
NOTE: Payment in lull must accompany all orders. Credit 
Card. Company Check °' Money Order lo, 1mmed1ate shipment 

Authorized Dealer 

-. . . -V�- I 

VISA and MASTERCARD 
HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 
(818) 366-8831

Personal checks require UP to 4 weeks 10 clear. California ALL PRICES REFLECT A 3¾ DISCOUNT FOR CASH 
orders add 6'/io/e sales tax. ADD 3•1. IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD 

Wien 1n Southern C,ahto,nia visit our modern Warehouse Outlet Sto,e where vou can l)Urchase the entll'e Tl ltne at our regular discount price 
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FeedbacH 

Forth comparisons 

Having read Hector Santos' .com
parison of TI Forth with Wycove 
Forth, I think you might find my 
point of view interesting. 

The amazing thing about the arti
cle is that Mr. Santos examines 
many of the differences between 
Wycove Forth and TI Forth, 
explains why the Wycove Forth 
implementation is superior (except 
in the case of the 64-column editor 
and the TI utility menu) and then 
decides that TI Forth is a better buy! 
How are we to compete with a com
pany (Texas Instruments) that half 
develops a product, then releases it 
as public domain material? Wycove 
Forth is the most powerful language 
available for the 99/4A, and accord
ing to our customers is far superior 
to TI Forth. At $50 it is priced very 
reasonably. Yet Mr. Santos is not 
prepared to suggest that 99/4A 
owners spend a few more dollars to 
get a complete implementation of 
Forth designed to support their 
whole machine. 

Mr. Santos mentions that Wycove 
Forth as delivered does not support 
direct disk copying. We have deve
loped this support code (as well as 
RS232 and PIO direct access) and 
supply it to our customers free on 
request. We use standard DOS calls 
to make such code optional. 
Because of this Wycove Forth works 
on any standard disk system
double sided, double density or 
both-without modification. The 
non-standard code is available for 
TI cards only-we can't be sure that 
it will work on cards by other manu
facturers. This is exactly why it is 
not included. 

Finally, I would like to say that 
Wycove Forth has opened up the 
99/ 4A as a new machine. It is faster 
on several benchmarks than an IBM 
PC. The graphics are better than on 
an Apple. When I was programming 
in Basic, I found the machine too 
slow to enjoy. · In Assembler, even 
the simplest programs take forever 
to write. But in Wycove Forth I've 

had the power to write the programs 
I want to write. 

Tim MacE achern 

Vice President, Wycove Systems 

Ltd. 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 

Phoenix to arise? 

Your January edition still kept the 
hope alive that CorComp might still 
release the "Phoenix" super
computer for sale. I have written to 
them and would ask you and all who 
read this to do the same. THe more 
interest they see expressed in their 
computer, the more inclined they 
will be to release it. Don't sit back 
thinking everyone else will write; 
they are probably doing the same 
thing. Everyone write and express 
your desire to see the "Phoenix" 
released for sale. I believe the 
Tl99/4A base is strong and wides
pread and could easily support a 
computer like the "Phoenix." 

Thomas W. Austin 

Valdosta, Georgia 

Cleaning program 

I read several months ago that one 
manufacturer of disk head cleaning 
kits had a program that caused the 
disk head to stay in contact with the 
disk cleaning pad for 30 seconds, 
but, alas, I was not able to find one of 
the kits. Since then I have been try
ing to figure out a program that 
accomplished this and believe that 
the following program does just 
that. 

10 ON ERROR 30 
20 RUN "DSKl.LOAD" 
30 ON ERROR 40 
40 RETURN 

Steve Lisonbee 

Orem, Utah 

DB and Multiplan 
There appears to be a prolifera

tion of data-base programs, many of 
which have been reviewed in these 
pages. I most certainly appreciate 

the efforts of the developers 
concerned. 

However, it seems to me that a 
very desirable feature of such soft
ware would be the transferability of 
files to/from Microsoft Multiplan. 
Since Multiplan files can be read by 
TI Writer, these three programs 
would form the core of an integrated 
information processing package a la 
Lotus 123. 

The reviews I have seen so far 
make no mention of Multiplan 
accessibility. I have no doubts that 
there would be a large market for a 
DB program with such a feature. I 
for one would purchase it right now. 

Go to it, fellas! 
Tom Elgart 

New Jersey 

''Disk Labels'' error 

In the January issue, there is an 
error in ''DISK LABELS'' line 250. 
The last "Type", "Size" should be 
''Size'', ''Type''. 

Harry G. Bieker 

Burbank, California 

A parable 
Long long ago in a far away coun

try, there were two brothers who 
were made orphans due to cruel, 
unfeeling FA TE. They were left a 
marvelous gift, however, which 
made their status a bit easier to 
accepts. They were bequeathed a 
marvelous machine, a machine 
which, given the right supplies and 
raw materials, could do virtually 
anything! The orphans knew they 
could make the machine do some 
work on their own but would need to 
find a source of these other tools to 
keep themselves and their machines 
functioning. They looked around 
their valley and saw all of the things 
required to supply their machine. 

Being newly orphaned, and both 
being equally naive, they began to 
gather all the tools and supplies they 
could. They took from every source 
they could find ... the trees, the 
plains, the streams and lakes. The 

( Please turn to Page 10) 
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ALL NEW Colour PenGreph 
PCRTMLE TIPOi,R11tR/PlDTTEVPRINTER/CALCULATOR 

<Sale Prim S2•9.95> 

\I 

II 

.� ... 
_, .. 
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When you're trying to convey Ideas to others, good 

presentation Is vital. ldeel ly, e combination of
text end visuals should be used, e,peclel ly when 

the subject Is coni,llceted. Up to now, however,
creating this comblnetlon hes not been the easiest

of tasks. 
The el I new Colour PenGreph changes ell that. Quiet
end speedy In ooeretlon, this revolutionary device

comes es e coni,letely self-contained unit that's
coffl)ect (12.7"CW)x10.5"<D>x2.2"(H)), portable (5.5

pounds>, end very easy to use.
Typa,rl'ter/Plotter Mode: 

1. You can use It anywhere because It runs on 5 D
eel I beterles or en Included AC Adaptor.

2. Four Print Styles ere evel leble; Courier, Cour
t er Under II ned, I te II c, end I te II c Under II ned •

3. Three Print Sizes ere eve I leble; Smel I (0.05"),
Medium C0.09"), end Large (0.19">•

4. Uses eny standard typing paper.
5. Prints 160 cherecters/llne, 80 cherecters/llne

or 40 cherecters/llne. 
6. You can create up to 12 different kinds of

gr aphs with up to 12 Items of date eech, In eny
of four colors <Bleck, -Red, Green, end Blue>,
end in eny of three sizes Csmel I, medium, or
large>.

FREE 
Peripheral Expan■ion Bos 

SI.PER SPECIM.. - FREE EXPANSON BOX 

When you purchase e Tl Disk Controller end Tl Dlsk 
Drive. Co�letely essen'bled end checked out plus e 
"FREE" class on how to use the system. 

Now Only SJ49.00 

PROGRAMS 

7. Al I conwnends end functions ere directly eccess
eble from the ful I size keyboard.

8. Choice of either Direct-Print node or Correct
Print node (Information Is not printed unti I
the return key is pressed). In either 110de the
characters being typed ere displayed on the 16-
cherecter dlspley above the keyboard.

9. Choice of either 2, 4, 6, or &rm line spacing.
10. Direction of printing cen be selected with one

key <Up right, on Right-side, or left-side).
Prlnt.-/Plotter Node: 

1 • A 11 of the above features cen be accessed from 
your CO"l)uter plus the fol lowing. 

2. Upside-down printing may also be specified.
3. Three times the Medium Print Size may also be

specified for even lar ger titles.
4. Bui It-In Pere I lel Interface (Centronics).

Ca I cu I etor Node:
1. Four function calculator with numbers displayed

on the 16-character display.
2. Totals may be printed on paper.

AU.�- di> PR>C£SSIN6 CMTRIOOE 

This new cartridge el lows you to create lett"ers on 
your Tl 99 4/A HOME C�UTER without eny extras. 
Best of e 11 It Is very easy to use end comes co�
lete with easy to fol low instructions. 
Your text cen be up to 110 11 nes long before you 
have to, print It out or save It. If you went to 
creete e longer document you merely creete It In 
sections. This powerful package Includes the 
fol lowing features: Insert or delete cherecter<s>, 
Insert or delete 11 ne<s), erase \to end of 11 ne 
110ve one screen backward or forward, end nore. 

' 

Now only $49.95 

WANTED 
If you heve_eny programs which you have written yourself or have translated from other c:oni,uters and ere
.Interested tn hevlng them puol�shed - contact us for en "Eveluatlon Agreement." we wt 11 then eveluete 
your programs to determine thei r marketing potential. If we determine that they do indeed have merke1'

,1ng potent le I we wl 11 then offer to enter Into e marketing agreement with you to pub I ish your programs.
llie wl 11 also work with you to meke suggestions for possible lni,rovements or changes end pey you e royal
ty on eech copy sold. 

Speclallst In 
The Texas Instruments Home Computer � 

1115 ford "oad (812) S44•8219 MIila. MN 55343 

"WE' U NE.ET OR BEAT NlY PRICE THAT IS tl>T &El.OW � COST" 
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FeedbacH 

( Continued from Page 8) 

mach1ne did things it had never done 
before ... wonderful things, marve:

lous things! The orphans were 
happy and content. 

But one day one of the orphans 
(the wiser of the two) looked about 
the valley and saw that the land, the 
trees and the crops had begun to 
wither and begin to die off He ran to 
the other orphan and said: "We 
have taken much from the land and 
it has supported our machine nicely. 
I fear, though, that, unless we give 
something back and nurture the 
land, replenish it, soon all will be 
gone!" The duller orphan laughed, 
"RIDICULOUS. The land will 
always produce for us and the 
machines and we orphans will 
always be fed! "He continued to take 
and rape the land for all it was 
worth. He took even things he had no 
need for! Wastefully, wantonly! 

The wiser orphan knew somethmg 
must be done! He went to the village 
and spent what little monies he had. 
He bought fertilizer, seeds and tools 
to refurbish and strengthen the land. 
He worked hard to encourage the 

growth of new crops. The duller 
orphan laughed: ''Why are you 
spending your money? The land has 
always provided for us FREELY 
and always will!" 

But the wiser orphan saw the land 
differently ... he saw the once full 
fruit trees grow barren, the rich 
streams run dry. He knew that, des
pite his work and spending, it was 
too late. The continued stealing by 
his brother orphan was too much. 
He could not make a difference. He 
sadly realized it was too late. And it 
was. Despite his efforts the remain� 
ing foodstuffs and supplies for their 
marvelous machine fin ally were 
depleted. The machine, which gave 
them all, ground to a silent halt. The 
orphans no longer had supplies that 
were once so easily gathered from 
the land. All was lost and the end 
had arrived for the orphans and 
their marvelous machine. 

Lessons from the parable: 

1. Nothing is forever free (i.e.
''there is no such thing as a free 
ride"). 

2. To keep the "land" productive,
we HA VE to put something back into 
it. 

3. The misdeeds of the "takers," if
left unchallenged, destroy all. 

Ronald G. Albright, M.D. 

Secretary, Valley 99ers Users Group 

Columbus, Georgia 

Long live TI! 

I would like to state my opinion on 
Tl's leaving the home computer 
market. I feel the main reason they 
left was poor advertising. If I hadn't 
seen what this machine could do by 
my friend's demonstration, I might 
have never bought one. But I am 
glad I did! The machine offers 
unlimited possibilities. I have had it 
for two years now, and I am still con
stantly discovering new tricks, even 
though I have mastered Tl's BASIC 
already. In rebuttal to Earl Hall's 
claim that the TI "is a lousy 
machine" and "difficult to grasp," I 
must say that I am 16 years old, have 
had four years' experience on the 
Apple II and II+, and I could pro
gram the machine quite well within 
a matter of a few weeks! I'd pick the 
TI over the Apple II+ any day! 

But Texas Instruments, instead of 
advertising this power, concen
trated on educational games. SO 
WHAT??! ! More than 90 percent of 
the computer owners buy their 
machine TO PROGRAM WITH. 
They can always worry about the 
education later. TI tried to demon
strate the TI-99 in stores, but these 
deomonstrators didn't know much 
more than how much memory the 
machine had! If TI had had the right 
advertising (and hadn't sold the 
machine for lower than production 
cost) , they would still be here today. 

However, the TI market is far 
from dead! Many third-party com
panies have moved in to give a 
better-than-ever software market 
for the TI-99. I hope my fellow 99ers 

out there don't give up either. If the 
consumers give up, THEN the TI 
market will have problems. But I 
know people like me will never 
abandon their machines. I want 
those other 99ers who joined the TI 
bandwagon when Texas Instru
ments went out to know that there is 
support, both by the companies AND 
especially the veteran 99ers. DON'T 
GIVE UP! ! ! Here I agree with and 
quote Mark Keeler (Dec. '84): 
"LONG LIVE THE 99! " 

Carlo Angelico 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

P.S. To those 99ers with an Edito
r/ Assembler package: If you can't 
figure out assembly language (and 
even if you can), the Editor/ As
sembler makes a handy word pro
cessor! That's what I used to write 
this letter. Just type in your work 
like a program, then save it to disk. 
(Here you may want to examine the 
editing capabilities in the manual.) 
Press '4', then for FILE NAME type 
in the name you saved it under, and 
press enter. Now type in the RS232 
port and baud rate, and press enter. 
There is your letter (etc.). 

Fooling XBASIC? 

Do you or does anyone out there in 
readership la_nd k�ow how to "fool" 
the Extended BASIC into allowing 
more than 140 characters per line? I 
have a program that I purchased 
that exceeds this limit. I am curious 
to know how this is done. 

Kenneth Devlin 

Orlando, Florida 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is 

a forum to communicate with other read

ers. The editor will condense excessively 

lengthy submissions where necessary. We 

ask that writers restrict themselves to one 

. subject for the sake of simplicity. Our only 

requirement is that items be of interest to 

persons who use the Tl99/4A home compu

ter. Mail Feedback items to: MICROpen

dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 

78680. 
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Q™ Extended 
ffliCffO nal BASIC 

OPERATES THE SAME AS Tl EXTENDED BASIC 
• Plug-in Cartridge • 240 Page Manual 

With MicroPal Extended BASIC, you can run the 
hundreds of programs that require Extended 
BASIC. Programmers can automatically access the 
32K memory expansion and auto-load disk based 
programs; utilize sprite graphics for smooth motion 
and add speech - 400 word built-in vocabulary11 

Sug. Retail $89.95 

32967 LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE $74.95!! 

CREATE SUPER 

VIDEO 

GRAPHICS 

Just plug the Super Sketch graphics pad into the 
cartridge slot on your Tl99/4A, follow the super 
simple instructions, and you'll be drawing a picture 
in about 60 seconds ! Put a picture of your choos
ing on the pad and trace it with the stylus. Or draw 
freehand use Super Sketch like a pencil and 
paper - just watch the screen and draw. 

Standard menu includes 16 colors plus a texture 
option. Sketch Master software is included . the 
dozen built-in commands make drawing easy 
Includes "Starter Kit" - Six drawings to trace and 
color and Quick Reference Card. 

32437 Super Sketch ONLY $49.95 

THE99¢ #!9 
DISKETTE! .,. 
Are you paying too much for diskettes? Try our first 
quality, prime, 5 ¼" diskettes (no rejects, no 
seconds) at these fantastic sale prices and save, 
save, SAVE1 Disks are packaged in boxes of 50; 
each box contains 5 shrink-wrapped 10-packs that 
include diskettes in sleeves, labels, and write
protect tabs. 

Each diskette is certified to be 100% error free 
and comes with a lifetime warranty (if you have a 
problem, we'll replace the diskette). All diskettes 
include hub reinforcement rings and write-protect 
notch. 

Box of 50 

32391 SS, DD Diskettes $49.50 
(99¢ each!) 

32403 OS, DD_ Diskettes $74.50 
($1.49 each!) 

**************** 
FREE! 

"EVERYTHING BOOK" 
For the 

Tl Home Computer 
Order Item #25982 

**************** 
AVAILABLE FROM 

YOUR FRIENDS AT 

GREAT NEW GRAPHICS TOOLS! - from Amer/soft 

EXPANDED GRAPHICS BASIC. Transform your Tl 99/4A into an incredibly 
powerful graphics generator on a par with computers costing thousands 
more' Create. In programs that you write. a variety of plots. designs and 
graphs. The built-in print utility lets you save your creations for display; print 
on Epson. Star. Axiom. and similar dot matrix printers. Cassette version 
does not include print capab1l1ty, and. to conserve memory. omits some 
commands 

33054 Cassette. Requires Mini-Memory $26.95 
33068 Disk. Reqwres 32K and Ext BASIC OR Ed/Assembler $44.95 

COMPILER 99. Converts BASIC program statements into 
machine language 

33073 Disk. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC OR Ed/Assembler 

MASTER PAINTER. Create color illustrations in minutes. 
33087 Disk. Requires 32K. Ext. BASIC OR Ed/Assembler 

SPEEDGRAPH 99. Polar and X-Y plots. bar graphs and 
s1newaves created with assembly language speed 

33105 Disk. Reqwres 32K. Ext. BASIC OR Ed/Assembler 

$89.95 

$34.95 

$34.95 

���-
COPY CAT Easy-to-use, high speed disk copier. 
33143 Disk. Requires 32K. Ext. BASIC OR Ed/Assembler $17.95 

GRAPHICS GRABBER. Screen dump utility that gives you 
fully magn1f1ed. double-size prints dump an entire screen 
in 90 seconds. Print vertically or horizontally 

33139 Disk. Requires 32K. Ext. BASIC OR Ed/Assembler $17.95 

BEST-SELLING HARDWARE! 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 PRINTER 
33251 . . . . . . . $259.00 
Latest model! Draft quality at 120 cps, near letter 
quality at 30 cps. 2K print buffer. 
19179 EPSON RX-80 PRINTER .... 
30235 AXIOM PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 
29784 CORCOMP RS-232 INTERFACE 
29802 CORCOMP 9900 

. $249.00 
. $ 84.95 
.$127.00 

MICRO-EXPANSION SYSTEM ............ $329.00 
MYARC or CORCOMP RS-232 CARD . . . . . . . . . . . $ 89.95 
MYARC or CORCOMP DISK CONTROLLER CARD .. $169.95 
13315 CORCOMP 32K MEMORY CARD ......... $109.95 
31031 TEAC HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRI VE.. . $189.00 

31173 

10285 

31007 

13329 

20164 BOX WITH POWER SUPPLY 
for external disk drive ...... . . $ 59.95
23231 BMC COLOR MONITOR 
Non-glare screen ........... . 

NEW WICO 3-WAY GATELOCK JOYSTICK 
. $239.00 
. $ 24.95 
.$ 8.95 WICO Tl ADAPTER ......... . 

PROSTICK II. Comes with Tl adapter. 
NAVARONE CARTRIDGE EXPANDER 

. . $ 24.95 
..... $ 34.95 

20707 Tl  PERIPHERAL PACKAGE .......... $449.00

All brand new, original Tl equipment. Peripheral Expansion Box, Disk 
Drive, Disk Controller Card, 32K Memory Expansion. 
(Add $15 total for shipping and handling) 

We gladly accept 
mail orders! 

SHIPPING CHARGES 

ORDER AMOUNT CHARGE 

less than $20.00 $2. 75 

I VISA I 111�1 

P. 0. Box 6578
South Bend, IN 46660

Questions? Call 
219/259-7051 

$20 00-$39 99 3.75 

$40 00-$74 99 4.75 
$75 00-$149 99 5.75 
$150.00-$299.99 6.75 

$300.00 & up 7.75 

� 
� 

NO EXTRA FEE FOR CHARGES 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-348-2778
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Touring the boards 
By RON ALBRIGHT 

One of the great joys of my life is to 
visit as often as I can with some very 
special friends. These nice people let 
me use their equipment, borrow 
their programs, use their files, and 
tie up their phone lines. Must really 
be lifelong friends, you must be 
thinking. Well friends they are but 
not lifelong. Further, I've never met 
a single one of these dear friends. 

Well, if you haven't figured out 
what these ravings are leading to, 
I'll tell you: these friends are your 
friends, too. They are the Systems 
Operators ("Sysops," for short) of 
the various TI-related bulletin 
boards across the country. This 
article will hopefully entice more of 
you to visit with these' 'friends of the 
TI" and enjoy their handiwork. It is 
a brief guided tour of the various 
systems and a few tips on their use. 

Believe it or not, I know of five 
completely different bulletin board 
systems that run on TI computers. 
They are as follows: 
1. TIBBS (tm Ralph Fowler)
2. TI-BBS (written and sold through
the Chicago Users Group)
3. CALTEX (copyrighted and sold
by CAL TEX SOFTWARE, San Jose,
California
4. TI-COMM (written, predomi
nantly, by John Clulow, public-doma
in)
5. Various one-of-a-kind systems.
I'm aware of two unique systems.
One, written by Mark Hagedorn and
run by Sysop Gary Blydenburgh
called the 99BBS SYSTEM (617-664-
5988) has a download section which
requires the user to run a special
download program from Extended
BASIC to obtain programs (the pro
gram listing is free and online for
downloading as a text file). Another
entirely different system is run in
Houston, Texas, by a Sysop named
"Captain Kirk." The BBS is called
(what else?) the USS Enterprise
(713-466-0701). To say the least, an
unusual system!

I would like to touch on each sys-

Believe it or not, I know of five completely 
different bulletin board systems that run on 
TI computers. 

tern briefly and perhaps give you an 
idea of some of the ins-and-outs of 
these systems. 

First, and most prevalant, are the 
TIBBS systems. This system was 
written by Ralph Fowler of Ken
nesaw, Georgia. It is the most well
known of all the boards for the TI. It 
most recently has been released in a 
new version which now sports true 
TEII program transfers (portions of 
this written by Randy Jones of 
Raleigh, North Carolina). I have 
seen these transfers available on the 
Raleigh TIBBS (Sysop Amnon Nis
san, 919-851-8460. Wichita TIBBS 
(Sysop Jerry McCluskey, 316-681-
3167, and, of course, the TIBBS 
"flagship" station in Atlanta (Sysop 
Ralph Fowler, 404-425-5254. The 
transfers work fine but are just as 
slow as they were on The SOURCE-
20 seconds per sector (i.e. 10 minutes 
for a 30-sector program). Also, I 
have a unique problem with the TEII 
downloads. I have a multiuser phone 
system.  I t  seems that these 
transfers are very sensitive to being 
"errorred out" by any clicks, beeps 
or rings on a phone line. I suspect 
that "call waiting" will do the same. 
Raleigh has the largest download 
selection and is regularly updated; 
Wichita has some Pascal programs 
among others; the Atlanta TIBBS 
seems to discourage hot program 
downloads ... i t  has long been 
Fowler's opinion that TIBBS are for 
information exchange and if people 
spend all their time downloading 

programs, the message base 
suffers. 

TIBBS systems that, to the best of 
my knowledge, do not have TEII 
transfer protocols as yet but are out
standing boards in their own right 
are: 

Philadelphia TIBBS (Sysop Tom 
Burke, 215-927-6432)-totally unique 
TIBBS, virtually completely modi
fied by the sysop; unique features 
include: Joke section, TI Forum (an 
on-going file section for presentation 
of opinions on a wide range of top
ics); and original text-file pro
grams. Also, the sysop has an access 
level scale: first-time callers will 
have to be upgraded to access cer
tain areas of the board. 

HUG TIBBS (Sysop Stephen Fos
ter, 713-699-2073)-perhaps has the 
most technically oriented message 
abase of all the TIBBS. Some real 
hardware/software geniuses fre
quent this system. Recently adopted 
the Philly TIBBS format with multi
ple file areas, marvelous file areas 
which are frequently updated. 
Active dealer section. 

SPIRIT of 99 TIBBS (Sysop Gale 
Ringley, 614-451-0880) -truly a mar
velous TIBBS; outstanding file con
tent and maintenance with file deal
ing with Forth, Assembly and 
Extended BASIC. Text file pro
grams changed weekly. Features 
on-line TI store with catalog and 
ordering available from extensive 
stock of TI software and hardware. 

( Please turn to Page 14) 
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Foundation Computing 128K Memory Expansion Card 

Equipment to emulate 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

Foundation Computing's 128K 
memory expansion card is a product 
that has remained unique in the TI 
marketplace. The card has been out 
for more than a year, and still there 
are no imitators. 

Since introducing the card, 
Foundation has made a significant 
improvement to it by marketing Disk 
File Emulator firmware that allows 
users to access the extra memory in 
a straight-forward manner. Prior to 
the availability of the Disk File 
Emulator several months ago, the 
card was of greatest use to those who 
used it in programming and could 
write programs to access the cards 
128K of Random Access Memory. 
The Disk File Emulator chip option 
changed all that, making three 32K 
memory banks easily accessible to 
even casual users. 

Purchasers may order the 128K 
card without the emulator firmware, 
but I do not know why anyone would 
want to. For an extra $35 or so the 
company will ship the card with 
firmware implanted, and I 
recommend the firmware option to 
any would-be purchasers. It is the 
brains of the outfit, so to speak. 
Perfonnance: With the exception of 
the activity light in the front the card 
(which is green), once it is installed 
in the PEB a user is not likely to 
notice any difference between the 
Foundation card and the standard TI 
issue. The card itself is as sturdy as 
a TI card and fits the PEB like a 
glove. 

The card actually consists of four 
memory banks. The lower one 
functions in the same manner as the 
standard 32K of RAM found in the 
TI card, and the other three banks 
have 32, 32 and 24 kilobytes of 
RAM, respectively. 8K of the last 
bank is used for the disk emulator 
software. 

The upper three memory banks 
provide the user with potential not 
available 1n any 32K card. Although 
it is possible to address these banks 

Report Card 

Performance: ......................... A 

Ease of Use: ........................... A 

through such cartridges as TI-Writer 
and Microsoft Multiplan. 

Basically, the emulator allows the 
user to access the upper three 
memory banks in much the same way 
as one would access a disk drive. 
Only the names are changed. Instead 
of entering DSK 1 to represent disk 

Transfor,n your 9914A into a
POWERFUL ZB0A SYSTEM 
$349.95 
The latest magic from Foundation gives you a 
complete CP/M™ computer system in a 
clamshell case. Two RS-232 ports, 64K of high
speed memory, a 4 Mhz Z80A, and double 
density disk controller. Just plug in your disk 
drives and tap into a world of 10,000 CP/M 
programs. 

BO COLUMN INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL 
$309.95 
More magic. All the circuits that would go into a $1500 
intelligent terminal squeezed into one slot of a 99/4A 
expansion box. Completely com atib!e with our Z80A card, 
of course. 

And n1t forget�-..... --...�ory ••• 

Ti 128K Card $23 • 

111 the most powerful RAM card you can buy for the Tl 
9/4A. Now with $29.95 disk file emulator. 

260 value. 

I f'la 17: , for 1 month o ff for I •

FOUNDATION 

COMPUTING 

7 4 Claire Way 
Tiburon, CA 94920 
( 415) 388-3840

TM CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research, tnc. 
* Add 3 % shipping, California residents add 6.51 sales tax. 
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BBOARDS-

(Continued from Page 12) 
TIBBS TIPS 

You will be asked for your name 

(first name. then last name), loca
tion and verifiable voice telephone 
number when logging on. You will be 

assigned a user number and input a 
3-6 character password for first-·

time use (this used to be optional for

infrequent callers). It takes about
30-45 seconds to assign user number

so be patient. Because of increasing

system abuses ("phreaking" or

plain foul language). on your first

call. you may not be allowed to
access all features of that particular

BBS until verified.

For example, you may be allowed 

to read messages but not enter mes
sages on your first call. This may be 

an inconvenience, but it is justifiable 

when one considers what Sysops 
must go through to "clean up" their 

systems each day. The TIBBS sys
tems respond to single letter inputs 

(no need to press enter after menu 

choices), pressing ··A" aborts a file, 

"P" pauses a file, "C" continues a 
file. The menus vary from system to 

system but, in general, look like 

this: 

TIBBS MENU 
Press any key to abort 

(A) lter screen/text color (TEii
only)

(B) ulletin from SysOp
(C) hat with DENIS

(E) nter a message

(F) ile Up/Download (Tis only)
(G) oodbye (Disconnect from

TIBBS)
(H) ard/Software for sale

(L) ocal For Sale.

(M) essage count/system status
(N) ewsletter
(0) ther TIBBS systems

(P) assword change

(S) earch/scan messages
(T) ime and date information

(X) pert user mode on/off
(Y) Computer news

(?) This list

(ABCEFGHLMNOPRSTXYZ or ?) 

It is a wise move to jot down the 
files and inputs required for the 

(Please turn to Page 16) 

FREE CATALOG! 

Disk-based utility 
programs from 

QUALITY 99 SOFTWARE 

OS-WRITER 
DISK MANAGER III 
OUICK-COPYer II 
DRAW 'N PLOT 
DATA BASE 99 

SDUMP 
CHART MAKER 
EZ-LOADER 

DISK LABELER 
FAST-COPYer 

XB-FORTH 

Call (202) 667-3574 
or write 

1884 Columbia Rd. #500 
Washington, DC 20009 

AT ARI HARDWARE / SOFTWARE 

810 Disk Drives $265 

810 Disk Drive Kits $240 
810 Happy Enhancement $185 

1050 Happy Enhancement $185 
810 Analog Upgrade Kit $ 37 
850 Interface Module $125 

Atari 800 Computer Kits 
48K Electronics $100 

Atari 400 Computer Kit $ 47 
800 OS JOK ROM 'B' Board $ 17 
CPU 'GTIA' Board $ 18 
16K Memory Board $ 19 
400/800/810/850 Power Adapter $ 15 
l/O Data Cable, 6' $ 12 
13 pin 1/0 Plug Kit (cable end) $ 3 
13 pin 1/0 Jack (Port) $ 3 
Atari Joystick (standard) $ 5 
Atari Paddles (set) $ 8 

(7) 

(7) 
(4) 
(4) 
(3) 
(7) 

(7) 

(5) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 

(3) 
(2) 
()) 

(1) 

(2) 
(2) 

All types of other boards and parts are available! 
Call how·'! 

Atari Microsoft Basic II 
Cartridge w/manual $ 27 (3) 

Atari Pilot, Cart. w/manual $ 22 (3) 
Atari Basic Cartridge Kit $ 15 (3) 
Atari Assembler/Editor Cart. Kit $ 15 (3) 

BULLETIN 
BOARD 
Start your own telecommunications 
system with your T 1-99 / 4A 

- Compiled in Assembly and
Extended Basic.

- TE2 uploading & downloading.

- Chat mode, hang up routine.

- Pause and abort capabilities.

- User log system retains and updates
relevant data.

- Rotating message base.

- User security levels.

- Automatic reset upon any carrier loss.

- Utilizes any auto answer modem.

- No special hardware or cables needed.

Price S110.00 Complete

Tl-WEST
Coll Tl West Data line At

- 312-766-2797
Or Voice line At

- 312-860-7075

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

Tl99/4 HARDWARE 

Tl99 Rt'placement Kevbo.ird S 7 
Tl99 Power Supplv Board $ 7 
Tl99 Power Adapter $12 
Tl99 Video Modulator Unit $12 

Tl99 Integrated Circuit Chips 

(J) 

(2) 
(3) 

(J) 

TMS 9900- $13 (I) TMS 9901 - $ 5 (1) 
TMS 9904 - $ 5 ()) TMS 9918 - $ 9 ()) 
Complete set of all four: $27 (3) 

TIMEX/SINCLAIR 

TS-1000 CASSETTES 

Statistics, Algebra 1, Geometrv 1, Money 
Analyzer I, Mixed Game Bag 2, Pwr. Pack I -
$ 3 (I) each 

Stock Analvzer, College Cost Analyzer. IRA 
Planner, Home Improvement Planner, 
Checkbook Manager, Coupon Manager, The 
Organizer - $ 4 (1) each 

MORE TITLES AVAILABLE/CALL NOW' 

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT: PRINTER, TIMEX 
TS-1000 16-Column Printer, uses plain 
paper ... NO INTERFACE REQUIRED. MADE 
IN U.S.A. - $25 (4) Limited Quantities 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG!!! 

Ordering Information: All boards listed are complete with all parts and are 
fully guaranteed. UPS shipping charges are shown in brackets next to the 
price. Shipping charges must be included with all orders. Orders may be 
placed by "phone using your VISA or MasterCard, or you may mail your order 
in with a check or money order. Hurry, some supplies are limited. 

CENTURIAN ENTERPRISES (805) 544-6616 
Post Office Box 3233, San Luis Obispo, CA 93403-3233 

Sales Office: 890 Monterey Street, Suite B, SLO, CA 93401 
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INFOSOFT has assembled top professional programmers to deliver the best possible software for your system. Most of the 
software we offer requires a fully expanded Tl99/4A system. If you see what our software can do you'll understand why 
INFOSOFT recognizes that a Tl99/4A with Extended BASIC, 48K and a Disk Drive is one of the most powerful and convenient 
systems ever offered on the home market. Unfortunately, most of that power was never tapped. We also recognize that there are 
many Tl99/4A users that need software to utilize the full power of their systems and perform many of the tasks their computers 
were designed to fulfill. With this in mind, we have concentrated our efforts on delivering useful applications that tap the full 
power of your system, power that you thus far probably haven't realized is packed inside the state-of-the-art processors that 
your system is based on. INFOSOFT will continue to design and offer software that justifies your investment by utilizing the 
entire system you've paid for. 

Try our software and see what your system can do. 

The "Graphics Construction Kit" is an integrated graphics package It 1s also a program generator. It allows you to create your own customized characters. and 
using these characters. create any type of graphics display. The final product is a stand-alone program, complete with line numbers, character definition statements, 
and screen formatting statements that will reproduce the screen (or screens) you've created using the "Graphics Construction Kit." Yes, TH IS IS A PROGRAM THAT 
WRITES ANOTHER PROGRAM1 It's actually two separate programs in one 

First, there's a full-featured Character Generator that allows you to create, save and edit customized characters for later use in the Screen Generator. Features of 
the Character Generator are· 
'ROTATE characters 90 degrees 
'FLIP characters upside down or sideways 
'MOVE characters a specified number of pixel locations 
'see characters with any combination of FOREGROUND and BACKGROUND COLORS 
'create characters in INVERSE VIDEO 
'SAVE characters to disk 
'LOAD charncters from disk for editing at any time 
All of these tasks are performed with the ease and flexibility of your joystick. 

The Screen Generator displays the characters you've created with the Character Generator and allows you to put them anywhere on the screen usng your Joystick. 
You simply position a cursor on the desired chara9ter, select it, then move the cursor to the desired screen position and place it there. This is a fast, efficient and 
organized way to build an entire graphics display. YOU CAN EVEN MIX TEXT WITH GRAPHICS USING THE KEYBOARD. Screens can then be saved to disk for later 
editing. When you are satisfied with what you see, the "Graphics Construction Kit" will create a program on your disk that will reproduce the screen display you've 
created. This program can then run "as is," or be MERGED into an existing program. 

IF YOU PROGRAM AT ALL, the "Graphics Construction Kit" is one utility you won't want to be without. It will save you hours of valuable programming time by 
allowing you to create and modify graphics and text displays in minutes. It will give you the freedom to experiment with many ideas in a fast, efficient, organized 
manner, and when you're sure you have EXACTLY what you want, the "Graphics Construction Kit" will essentially do the programming for you. You can even use ,t 
to add your own customized title screens to someone else's programs-the possibilities are endless. IF YOU DON'T PROGRAM, the "Graphics Construction Kit" can 
be used by itself for design work (architectural, electronic, etc.), art work, or just plain fun. 

We know of no program available for any computer with the capabilities of the "Graphics Construction Kit." INFOSOFT is offering this powerful package at an 
introductory price of $29.95. 
REQUIRES: Tl99/4A computer, Extended BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion, Disk Memory Svstem. and one Joystick Controller. 

There's a great deal of children's educational programs available for the Tt99/4A Computer. Unfortunately, if your children are unable to Identify the letters and 
numbers on the computer's keyboard then they cannot use these valuable learning toot,. THAT IS THE PURPOSE OF "THE FIRST STEP." Captivating your children 
with colorful graphics, music and speech, "The First Step" teaches your children the numbers O through 9 and all of the letters In the alphabet while teaching them 
WHERE TO FIND these letters and numbers on the keyboard. Thia program has been teated on many children. It haa been found to be both highly captivating and 
auccessful. In not time at all, young children have gained a thorough knowledge of the computer keyboard while having Iota of fun. 

Let your children take "The First Step" for just $19.95 
REQUIRES: Tl99/4A Computer, Extended BASIC, 32K Memory Expanalon and the Disk Memory Syatem. (Speech Synthesizer Is optional. The program utilizes 
speech If this peripheral is attached.) 

Here's a game that couldn't be done on a 
16K console. If you think you're tired of 
games-try this one. "The Quest Beyond" 
is a 20-SCREEN action/graphic adventure 
sequel to the highly acclaimed "Cavern 
Quest"'. Find the keys that unlock the 
gates to Fantasy, Action and Adventure on 
your quest for the King's Ransom that only 
time and perseverance will reveal. Even the 
most serious users need to have fun once in 
a while. and this game is more than just 
fun-it's an experience ... 

Treat yourself to "The Quest Beyond" for 
JUSI $'19.95. 
""The Quest Beyond" is the only autho
rized sequel to Moonbeam Software's 
"Cavern Quest." "Cavern Quest" and 
"Moonbeam Software" are trademarks of 
Moonbeam Software Inc. 
REQUIRES: Tl99/4A Computer, Extended 
BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion and Disk 
Memory System. 

�•a** MASTER CARO OR VISA ACCEPTED** 

***Mail This Coupon or CALL (203) 448-1126 To Pla<e An Order*** 

□ Graphics Construction Kit . • . $29.95 

□ The First Step .•••••.•...•. $19.95 

□ The Quest Beyond ••••••••• $19.95 

Total Cost for Programs ...•.•. $ 

Connecticut Res. add 7 .5% ..•• 

Shipping and Handling • • . • • . • $1.50 

TOTAL ••••••••••••.••..••• 

Mall lo: 

INFOSOFT 
P.O. Box 1484 

Groton, CT 06340 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State/ZIP ____________ _ 

Signature _____________ _ 

□ Enclosed check/MO □ MIC □ Visa

Card No. _____________ _ 

Exp. Date ____________ _ 
(Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome) 
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TIPS FOR USING BULLETIN BOARDS-

(Continued from Page 14) 

areas you want to visit when the 

menu first shows. It will save you 

have to type '·? '' to get the menu 

aftger each file is viewed. "G" is 

goodbye. Don't just hang up after 

typing that in! Messages you may 

have entered may not be saved 

unless you wait for the system to 

prompt you to hang up your phone. 
The hottest new (I hesitate to use 

"new," since the original TI-BBS 

system run by the Chicago user 

group was billed as ''The First TI 
Bulletin Board") system is this fine 

program sold by the Chicago UG. 
Chicago now sports two of these sys

tems (Chicago WEST, 312-766-2797 

and Chicago SOUTH, 312-757-3135) 

and I have found another system in 

Indiana (219-854-4787). This is a 

great system with true TEII 

transfers, extensive file sections on 

Assembly, Forth and Extended 

BASIC. All three I have visited are 
well run, as fast in response as 

TIBBS and sport active message 

bases. The feature I like best with 
this system goes back to my afore

mentioned problems with TEII 
transfers on a multi-user phone line. 

TIBBS will "retry" on a download 

five times (I think) and then abort: 

the TI-BBS systems just keep plug
ging away until it gets done or you 

cancel it (CTRL 3 with TEII). I had 
to it retry ten times and then suc

cessfully complete a program 
transfer. This saved a lot of scream

ing as I was on sector 42 of a 48-

sector program! 

TI-BBS TIPS 

I believe you have to hit enter after 

each input on this system. Here is a 

typical menu for this system (they 

are the same on all three I visited): 

TI-SOUTH Main Menu 

(A) dvertisers section, computer

services (Tl products)

(B) ul let in  section (Tl-SOUTH

information)

(C) hat with sysop ·

(D) elete a message you previously
saved (only you can delete your

messages)

(F) ile transfer section up/down
loading. (True TEII transfers)

TIBBS will ''retry" on a download five 
times (I think) and then abort; the TI-BBS 
systems just keep plugging away until it gets 
done or you cancel it. 

(G)oodbye (hang up)

(I) terns for sale or trade. This sec

tion has stuff for sale by individuals

(TI-SOUTH users)
(L) eave message section (add a

message to the board)

(N) ew screen and text color change

(M) essage count/system status
(0) ther TI-BBS phone numbers

(P) assword change section

(RF) read messages in a forward

count

(RB) read messages in a backward

count
(RT) scan titles of messages

(S) end private message to sysop

(T) ips and tidbits section

(U) ser log. Gives a list of all TI

SOUTH users and when last called

(?) This screen

Choice-

CAL TEX is a system which is lit

tle known nationally but is quite 

widespread with systems on both 

coasts. The system was written and 

sold by CALTEX SOFTWARE of 

San Jose, California, which also 

runs the CAL TEX flagship in San 

Jose (408-926-8767). I have visited a 

couple of others, including Long 

Island, New York, (516-289-3667). 

This is another unique system. 

The main feature of interest is a one

of-a-kind transfer system for pro

grams. Not text-file, not TEII, 

here's how it works: You obtain a 

DATALOADER via text-file down

load. Then, off-line, you type in or 

convert the D/V80 file to an 

Extended BASIC program. Then, 

when you get back on, have the 

DAT ALO ADER saved on a disk as 

LOAD. When you select program 

transfers from the menu, you flip to 

Extended BASIC, load the DATA

LOADER program, select "D" to 

download; and the program will be 

automatically downloaded by the 

copyrighted DATALOADER pro

gram to your disk in a D/Vl63 

(merge) format file. Off-line, you 

simply merge the program in and 

then SA VE it out to program format. 

Error checking is good: better than 

text-file, not as good as TEII. You 

will be told of an error in download

ing the program. Then you must 

start all over with the DATA

LOADER. With a little practice, this 

system works quite well. It is a 

major improvement over text files 

(especially large ones) inasmuch as 

you don't need to convert from 

D/V80 to program. Program files on 

these systems tend to be extensive. 

CALTEX TIPS 

Here is a sample menu and a 

breakdown of the file "module," a 

CAL TEX characteristic. An unim

pressive main menu doesn't reflect 

the extensive file areas in the CAL

TEX system. 

Main Menu 

C = Call SysOp (chat mode) 

D=Download 

F = File Module 

G=Goodbye ( Q=Quit) 
L = List of recent callers 

M = Message Module 
R = Request for password 

S = Screen options 

T = Time elapsed 
U=Upload 

Upload 

Function? F 

*File Module

Press (M) for Menu, (Enter) to

abort

File? M

X = abort, S = pause, Q = resume, 

Z = f/fwrd, (CTRL X,S,Q,Z are the 

active keys) 

*File Module

? =Help

B = Bulletins

( Please turn to Page 18) 
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Do you think your computer is boring ADVANCED PARSAR 
and your game selections are like old 
record albums and television re-runs? 

Blow the dust off your keyboard and pull 
up a comfortable chair because the staff 
of D & D Publishing Company (I 
is submitting to you. the bored computer 
enthusiast. a challenge. If you possess 
common sense. the ability to succeed and 
the will to live. this challenge is upon you' 
If you think you have played all the 
games. killed all the demons and out 
manuevered all the enemies - you're 

First of all, it is a continuing adventure 
saga written in complete prose. 100% 
words. no memory eating graphs or pic
tures. Vivid descriptions live in your im
agination as you become involved in the 
adventure by typing in simple sentences, 
the program understands and com
prehends your every request. no need to 
play guessing games to find a command 
your program will understand. 

The program uses an advanced parsar 
to dissect your sentences and recognizes 
hundreds of adjectives. nouns and verbs. 
Your commands are accepted and ex
ecuted with ease. SAXSAAN is a thrill
ing adventure which challenges the T.I. 
user to collect treasures. wander through 
underground labyrinths. face battles, and 
discover clues that may allow you to 
escape and survive!' 

wrong'
.
' We will put our money up front 

� 
to cover our challenge' You may win 
s1 .000 00 in cash -

IF YOU DARE 
TO SURVIVE. 

D & D Publishing Company, fl 
Authors of computer language bOOKS. in
troduces an incredible adventure in soft
ware for your T.I. home computer. 
Awaiting you is a challenge where you 
decide your own destiny as you explore 
the exciting new dimension of SAX
SAAN. The world of SAXSAAN is ex
traordinarily unique. Not a simple arcade 
game or boring maze. but a 1ourney 
through your very imagination . 

Also available at a special price. 
with this ad only. is D & D's hot
test selling book for the T. I. en
thusiast: Beginning Assembly 
Language For The T. I. Home Com
puter is now being sold in 2nd edi
tion form to compliment the in
troduction of our fabulous SAX

SAAN adventure. 

SECOND EDITION 

Finally ... a book that takes you "by the hand" through the basics 
of assembly language for the T .I. Home computer This comprehen
sive guide covers everything from basic numbering systems through 
advanced graphics. sprites and sound processing Many complete 
programs are presented to illustrate points as they are covered. Hun
dreds of examples are included. Topics include a complete descrip
tion of the powerful disk based Editor/Assembler. This book assumes 
that you have no previous knowledge of assembly language: If you 
know BASIC you can use this book' Link fast executing assembly 
program modules to your game programs, or add additional BASIC 
commands' Chapters include: Simple numbering systems/Using the 
assembler/The instruction set/Assembler Directives/Creating and 
Controlling Sprites/Graphics made easy/MMM & Line-by-line 
assembler/Converting BASIC into assembly language/Sound made 
easy/Utility programs/Illustrations/Study Exercises/Game program
ming examples/Appendices/Index and much more 11 

WIN •1000.00

Adventures of this magnitude are not 
usually seen in the world of computer 
games where your mind becomes the 
ultimate video screen11 Escape from SAX

SAAN in the shortest time and win 
s10OO.00I!!11 
The Game is supplied on one disc and 
requires a Texas Instrument console. one 
disc drive. extended BASIC. and 32K 
memory. 
• Exact details of cash prize include,... in 
game package. 

DISCOVERY SPECIAL 

II you accq·· 0-.J' chnllPnge. wn, not take advantage of our S[lr>,1,11 
offer 1 1 You will receive our SAXAAN Adventure disc and your chc=rnce 
at $1000 00 cash AND the new second edition of our book Beginning 
Assembly Language For The T.I. Home Computer (Selling for $19 95 
each) at the discovery price of $39.951111 

D Please rush me one D & D Publishing Co Introductory Special wh,ch 
includes the incredible "SAXSAAN" Adventure and one copy of the 2nd 
Edition Beginning Assembly Language For The TI. Home Computer for 
the special price of $39.95 for both. 

or 
□ Please rush ___ SAXAAN Adventure Disc(s) at our special lntrodvclory pnce of 
128.95. 

Of 

0 Please rush ___ Copy(s) of D & O's 2nd Edition Beginning Assem� Language FOi 

The T.I. Hom• Computer at our regular price of 119.95 • copy 

Name _____________________ _ 

Addrns _____________________ _ 

City _________ State _________ Z',p --·-···-

0 Check O MC. 
If M.C. or Visa, Chee!< above and fill our information below. 

MUST HAVE 
Card no Exp Date 

0 v,sa 

Signature _______________________ _ 

Remit to: D & D Publishing Company 
3177 Bellevue 

Tol.clo, Ohio 43606 
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�ERSION 2.0 

FOR 

Tl-99/4A 

umorn BASIC 

SOFTWARE FOR THE Tl99/4A �
, LOTTO PICKER 

. . 
4t 

<.� • Put your Tl to work pl('k1ng unh1;is�·rl µl ;iys fr�r 
-.\� rnur st;i!(' Lotto g;1nw ;\v;11l;1hle t eh . I. l!-!R:i 

BASI• CALC 99 
�\) \" \'our prep;11d orrl(•r torl;i)' r('S('r\'l 'S \·our copy ;it. 

�\� the spl·c·1;il low pn:-1n1rnrluctor>' pmT of onl> 

�� 
$:W' X-BASIC requ1rect 

PERSONAL SOCIAL REGISTER
mini spreadsheet 

program 
. �:::::�- -�.:�.-·�;:'····�-:·:···:-::,•·::-·-••,·:--�.N:-· --:--·.� ">·•I

-.,. 
FEAT�S 

:_·::-.>�;; - Bt.llJI' .. -:::_:_ 

The most ;ictv;inl'!'rl computerizerl n;1ml'. ;1dd n•ss ;ind tc·l!'phonl' rli n·l'tor>·_t'\T r 

rk\'l'iopect for t h1· Tlllll/4;\' P(•rsonal Sol'ial Ht>gi�1,_-r ('omh1nes �h(• �1m��1l·1t> o_'. 
menu-driven ('ommancts with ;1n ;ihund;1n! ;1rr;1\ of soph1s!lldtl d usn fum 

tions to prnrluce a truly ;iutom;itc·rl soc1;tl t'\'l'lll d1r!'ctor Thro\\ o�� \Our 

•Hldress hook ;mct c·;,ill'nct;ir ;inrl il't l'SH rl'm1nd y1111 of uprnm1ng l'\lnts Ill 

;Jll 'nt>· of t irnc to send out cards. gifts. l'tc A must h>� bus>· µrofe.s�1on;tls or 

an vone with a J;1rgc fami ly or lots of friends Disk s\ st( m. mcmor> cxµans1on 

l:Hal.i_.e=; ... � .•.•. /•······�··.-.• ·• ...... ···.�.�• .. : .. :•.•:·•·.···:::· .. �.l .. ·.:.�! .. :.•_.i[.•:•.··!.� .. :.,,-L:.•:·�·
·.:.:.·•·
·
.•.•··.;•.�··
·
•.•.•;•··• .. E.:: .. ·:.•.· .. ·' .•....• _·•·•': .• ••.•····••••.·.•· .
..
..• 1,,i .. ��.1�i �����•�'

·7:;= r:? >
..,. .��;;:;it•>·· '°" Tl-n/4A >01E �TEA 

,rnct X-BASIC required TTcctuced to $:Vi 

THE PRO FOOTBALL ANALYST

This provl'n s>•st<·m for d1oosinghot h. ;--.; FL;mct l 'SFL winnPrs against I hc; p�int. 
sprearl is !wing off1•rerl for the first time to Tl own<-rs 111 l'O�s'.>,

I.�· H�Sll :o\\, 
cvPrv Tl owner c;1n takP ;ictvant;ige of the n•m;1rkahlc fin J, \\Ill ratt tht 

An;1fvst has t;1hhcrl ovrr the past S )·(•;1rs' Excl'IS 111 off1n· footh;tl l poob anrl 

Tot;ii Point sell 'ctions Only� minutPs ;1 week is lll'l'rlerl to analnc a complete 

sl;itc of g;1ml'S Your loc;tl ncwsp;qwr provides. ,ill the stat1stll'S nyl'ess_;1rv It s 
(';isv to use ;inrl IT WOTTKS'' C;issl'lle or diskette TI B,.\SI( or X-B . .\SIC 

1-::------�-
EITEH0£0 BASJC COf'W'W,10 NOOU...E 

CASSETTE &r CASS£TTE INTERFACE CABLE' 

0A DISK l"IENORY SYSTEN OEPENOING ON 

VERSION. RS2l2 PRINTER OPTICNAL �ersions ;ivail;1hll'. $:!� 
PERSONAL INVENTORY PROGRAM 

DXSK CASSETTE S16-9:5 
/\ unique houshold c;1t ;tlog11cr will store compl!'!P ctct;i ils on ;ill of rnur µersonal 
possessions. Lisy to follow menu-d riv!'n commanrls m;1k1· this om• of the most 

vrrsat ile yet simple programs to use In I hl' l'Vl'nt of a c;isual!)· PIP will he a hie 
to supply all of the rlet;iils requirerl h)· lnsur;in('l' C11mp;1n11·s . l'ol1('l' Dl'p;irt
mcnls. ;md the !HS. (';issctte version ;1v;11l;1hle t though d1skett1· n•rs1on is 
spcl'dier) X-HASIC rcquirl'd Now onl>· $20 

PLUS $2.00 SHIPPING &. HANDLING N. V . RES ADD SALES TAX 

t4�6JsoFTWARE 
P.O. BOX 326 

CAMBRIA HTS.N.Y.11411 

CMECI OI •om OIDEI. 

ORDER TODAY! 

Mail check or money order to: 

RIDGE SERVICES 

170 Broadway, Suite 201 

New York, NY 10038 

Inducil' :i% Shipping Charges 
NY resicients acid 8.2sr;, tax. 

.::-?.:0 
., •.. :�,� 

;.�> .... 
.. .,..,..,. ;,-.. 

C.O.D. Orders

CALL ( 718) 833-6335 

All rl'fusl'd (' 0 D orders a resuhjl•c\ 
to ;.i $7 SO restocking charge 

BBS SYSTEMS ARE VARIED-

( Continued from Page 16) 

D=DATALOADER II (program 

listing) 

F = For sale/wanted 

H=How does DATALOADER II 

work? 

I= Information about the system 

M = Menu (this menu) 

N =System news. title screen 

0 = Other bulletin board systems 

P = Password information 

S = Software l ist ing (CALTEX 

software) 

T = Technical information, tips 

U=User group news (various 
groups) 

W = What's in the downloads? 

TI-COMM, the system fathered by 

the "King of Public Domain." John 

Clulow of Toledo, Ohio, is a program 

given free for the asking. It runs via 

a home-brew "AAAD" (auto

answer. autoaial device) which the 

sysop must build. Once built (about 

$30 in parts). it converts the lowly 

Volksmodem into c.1 300 baucl auto· 

answer and dial BBS'. A remarkable 

development. indeed. John himself 

sysops a TI-COMM in Toledo (419-

385-7484). A second one is in Cleve

land (216-289-7311). These systems.

thanks to the sysops. are efficient.

Though a bit slow. I keep calling

these systems back because of their

excellent file areas. The tutorials on

these systems are as good as any

system running. They are well

worth a call.

The other BBS systems are all 

unique and defy general description. 

Gary Blydenburgh's system in Mas

sachusetts sports a great file section 

and program transfers. Blyden

burgh also has software and hard

ware for sale. which you can order 

by modem using a credit card. 

The USS Enterprise has text-file 

program listings and an interesting 

message base. "Handles" (psuedo-

nyms) c.1re encouraged on this sys
tem. so expect to see messages from 
King Kong and others. 

I wish I could spend more time 
dt'scribing the BBS systems that 
support TI users. They are all mar
velous. largely due to the dedication 
of the sysops and user groups/deal
ers that make these systems availa
ble to all of us. 

Support 
Our 

Advertisers 
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'Computer Revolution' 
seen1s pretty low-key so far 

By LAURA BURNS 

Human beings have evolved little 
physically through the ages, anthropol
ogists say, but greatly through 
technology. 

The computer is changing our 
lifestyles and will do so in ways we have 
not yet dreamed of. It will prove a 
major factor in social change, like the 
printing press. 

But computers are still in a minority 
of homes in this country and the 
changes they have made for 99/4A own
ers are individualistic-at least it would 
be hard to detect any trends from our 
interviews with five TI owners across 
the United States. 

Joanne Scalteto of Londonderry, New 
Hampshire, says that she is "in 
electronics any way." Her home 
computer, she says, has given her the 
opportunity to explore other phases. 

"I spend a lot of time trying to learn 
to use different program modules;' she 
says. "I'm trying to learn to program 
in Assembly language." 

She has set up the household budget 
on the computer, she says. 

She notes that she divides her time 
between the computer and her other 
hobbies, art and stained glass making 
"after I get the baby to bed." 

She says the family just moved to a 
new house and one criterion used in 
purchasing the house was to have a 
separate room for the computer and its 
accompanying books and 
paraphernalia. 

The baby, now two years old, she 
notes, was one of the main reasons for 
getting the TI. 

"He is getting to the point where he 
enjoys pushing the keys and seeing 
things happening on the screen," she 
notes. 

Scaltato says she uses Early Leam
ing Fun programs and others with her 
son, who especially likes programs that 
use the speech synthesizer. 

"He says he likes to hear the man talk 
to him." 

Glen Smith of Kingsport, Tennessee, 
says the time spent on his computer me
ans "less handiwork-less woodwork
ing and refinishing furniture." 

In fact, he says, he has plans to 
modify a bookcase he made to accoma
date the computer and printer but this 
"has been put off by my spending to� 
much time on the computer or printer. 
It's the sort of thing I used to do a lot 
of and do less. I'm shocked at how 
much time it takes to write programs 
and debug them. I have to limit myself 
so that I can do other things I need to." 

He has had the TI more than two 
years. He says he wanted to learn to 
program in BASIC and to learn about 
computers and how they work. 

He notes that he wrote a program 
called Stock Plot which keeps invest
ment information, the price history of 
stocks. Marketing this program,· he 
says, paid for his computer equipment. 

He has just written a program for the 
family assets, he says. 

Other members of Smith's family, he 
says, use the computer very little. He 
notes that his older daughter took a 
computing class in high school and 
used the computer to check her 
programs. The younger daughter, he 
notes, played a lot of arcade-type games 
at first, but it "wore off." Now, he says, 
she prefers adventure games when she 
plays at all, which is not often. 

John Anzivino of Jersey City, New 
Jersey, says he has no paper records, 
thanks to the computer, but an "elec
tronic organization of all my household 
activities." 

He has cataloged all his books, 
records and photographs, and uses the 
computer as well for income tax record 
keeping and budgeting with records of 
expenses, charge cards and bills. 

He says his second biggest use is 
word processing and says that he does 
a lot of "creative-type thinking at 

home" for his job in a New York City 
bank, as well as all his personal cor
respondence, with the computer. 

His three children, ages three to 
eight, use the computer for education
al purposes-rarely for games-he says. 

The three-year-old child recognizes 
most of the alphabet from the keyboard, 
he notes. 

Time spent on the computer means 
that he watches much less television, 
he says. 

"Unfortunately I think it has also 
reduced the amount of time I spend 
reading," Anzivino says. "When I 
might have picked up a book in the past 
I'm dabbling at trying to write little pro
grams in BASIC." 

The computer is also responsible for 
the purchase of a desk and has also 

changed some of his spending habits, 
he says. He notes that discretionary 
money now might be spent on software 
for the computer rather than on a 
movie, for instance. He bought the TI 
in February 1983, he says, on the 
recommendation of a friend. 

Edwin Ferguson of Greenwood, 
Indiana says he uses the computer for 
a mail list and is now trying to set up 
a new data system for inventory control 
in the metal stamping plant where he 
works. 

He, too, says he watches less 
television since acquiring the computer 
two years ago. 

Some friends, he says, "thought it 
was a good thing to have. We were 
sharing programs." 

He made a bedroom into an office in 
his home, he says, but that made one 
less bedroom, "so we had to change 
that around." He moved the computer 
into a larger bedroom, so that half the 
room is an office, and the other half has 
the spare bed if it is needed. 

Russell Hirschy of Markesan, 
Wisconsin, uses the computer in his 

( Please turn to Page 20) 
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MAILING USES 

(Continued from Page 19) 

work as a high schol mathematics teacher. 

He also keeps mail records for his church and also has 

mailing lists for the Ripon Harmony Kings, not only for 

the membership, but to mail to persons who previously 

attended their shows to notify them of upcoming per

formances, and of sponsors who have bought ads for 

their programs. 

His wife directs the church choir and keeps a list of 

music programs as well as using the computer for the 

family Christmas card list. The children, ages 9 and 11, 

use it "a little-for games mostly." 

He says that his other hobbies, stamp collecting and 

needlepoint, have "slipped to the back burner for a 

while." 

He bought the computer about four years ago, he says. 

"Being in mathematics anyway I was sort of inter

ested in computers," Hirschy says. "When Texas 

Instruments came out with one at a price I thought I 

could afford, that's when I picked it up." 

Ex-Cel-Tec to debut 

Love Tennis Mar. 15 

Ex-Cel-Tec of Lubbock, Texas, is offering a number of 

cartridge-based games for the TI home computer. The 

company is also marketed several packages on disk. 

Among its newest offerings is Love Tennis, which is 

expected to be released by March 15. 

Other games in its inventory are Arcturus, Killer 

Caterpillar, D-Station 2, Star Trap, Beyond Space, 

Space Chase, Midnite Mason, Boxer and Tile Breaker. 

All are in cartridge form. 

Disk-based software includes Game of Wit/Wits End, 

Wit/Nitwit/Wittle Tags and Melody Master 

The company also markets Stargazer I, II and III and 

Word Race. These programs are sold in cartridge form, 

also. 

Programs offered by Ex-Cel-Tec are available 

directly from the company in lots of ten. A number of 

vendors are handling the company's wares. 

Vendors interested in marketing any of these 

programs may contact the company at P.O. Box 54380, 

Lubbock, TX 79453, (806) 794-9104. A spokesman said 

that the company will sell its programs to individuals 

but they must order at least ten copies of the same title. 

Prices start at about $29.95 for each program. 

Support the Tl market 

PCKEYS Gives You 12 

Commands, Each Available With 1 

Key Press . . .  In Extended Basic 

Run or Immediate Mode 

Techni-Graphics 
443 Perrie Dr. #302 

Elk Grove Vil., IL 60007 

CNTL 1-9 
User redefinable-For 
commands such as Run, List 
etc. Up to 140 characters 
long per key command. 
Available in command mode. 
C#TLO 
A graphics screen dump any 
time you want it, whether a 
program is running or not! 
C#TL= 
Catalog disk-Available 
Anytime-Prints to screen 
and to printer if specified. 
PCKEYS also allows you to 
change the screen and text 
colors with one command
In immediate or run 
modes-great for use with 
monochrome monitors! 

Illinois residents add 7% sales tax 

For Tl 99I4A only, req. 
Extended Basic, 32K disk 
drive and 8 dot addressable, 
8 bit printer for screen dump. 
100% mach,ne language
Uses no Extended Basic 
program space. 

HI-RES GRAPHICS 

S-D COLOR MAZE

Scenario No.1 
'' Staff of Power'' 

Requires: Tl-99/4A, 
Extended Basic, 32K 
Memory Expansion, 
and Disk Memory System. 

- . ow-�$19s5
$� ,oa OTACOC ANO CO"PONS � � 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER OR " � 

Mail To: SYMBIOTECH,lnc., P.O. Box 320, Roscoe, IL 61073 
V,sa O MasterCard C 

Exp Date __ _ 
Card 

# I ) I I I I I I I I I I I I I J I 

Authorized S1gnatu1e _____________ _ 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ___________ Phone# __ _ 

C1tyStateZ1p ______________ _ 

PLUS $2.50 SHIPPING 6< HANDLING 
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II THII THE IEIT PIIIIJYl"IIII TIil EYEI FM THE 11/'JA t 

99008ASIC An assembly language utility prl)]ram for the 99/4A so powerful some of the 
routines are actually written in 9900BASIC . We believe that it tells you something when any 
programming tool is extensible. 
That's exactly what 9900BASIC is, extensible as well as user mooifiable. Over forty routines, 
mony emuloting those in Bosic,from line oriented input/output, to sprites and graphics, all the 
way to disk and RS232 i/o. Not to mention four directional scrolling and a sprite coincidence 
routine that ooes the job of a 11 the Extended Basic routines. 
We're so proud of this package that we even let you see how it works. That's right it comes 
complete with source axle! 
Worth it's weight in �ld as a tutorial for TMS9900 assembly language on the 99/4A. If you 
ever wondered exactly how a sprite was made to move, a character was displayed on the scr·een, 
or how sound was mecle, you'll find it here. All of the routines to interface with DSR's, the VDP, 
and the sound pr�r are here to be examined. 
All of this and more! A file loader and save utility for Extended Basic to create stand-alone 
assembly programs executable from Extended Basic ( loads at 1 K/second ) , a menu driven 
demonstration program and a preprocessor to take some of the tedium out of translations from 
Basic and Extended Basic. And of course all of these have the source code included ! 

Not for the totally inexperienced, 99008ASIC does require some experience with assembly 
language, as well as a 32K memory expans1on, one d1s1< drtve and the editor assembler package. 

Still only $49.95 CS I Design Group 
Box 50150 
St. Louis, MO. 63105 

New computer set 
for June unveiling 

It now appears that a TI99/4A 
compatible computer will make its 
debut at the June Consumer Electron
ics Show. 

The new machine is now in beta 
testing, according to several sources, 
and the manufacturer is in the process 
of negotiating with Texas Instruments 
for the right to use at least parts of the 
proprietary operating system used in 
the 99/4A. (Beta testing is conducted 
by persons not associated with the 
design or development of a project.) 

No name has been attached to the 
new keyboard, though 
MICROpendium was told late last year 

that it might be called the 99B. 
Although a small number of 

keyboards have been produced, the 
manufacturer has not made a commit
ment to produce the machine. This 
would first entail securing the 
necessary chips from TI, which sells 
them only in large quantities as well as 
permission to use the TI operating 
system. Although the company has 
requested anonymity at this time, it has 
been involved in TI-related products 
for several years. 

MICROpendium has not seen the 
new computer, but in previous issues 
has outlined some of its more general 

specifications. It wasn't until late 
January, however, that word was 
received that the manufacturer had 
produced actual keyboards for testing 
purposes. 

According to Bruce Ryan of Ryte 
Data, which is handling public relations 
for the new computer, the machine uses 
the 9995 chip and will come with 128 
kilobytes of Random Access Memory, 
expandable to 512 kilobytes. It will 
have options to address up to one 
megabyte of memory directly. Read 
Only Memory size has not been deter
mined. The machine will come with 

( Please turn to Page 22) 
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NEW COMPUTER FEATURES 128K RAM-

( Continued from Page 21) 

16K of VD P RAM, similar to the 16K 
of VDP RAM in the 99/4A. This is 
expected to be expandable to 64K and 
may use the new TI AVDP chip. 

The keyboard itself is designed in the 
IBM Selectric mold, but resembles 
more than anything else an Apple II or, 
apparently, the TI99/8. 

The video display is expected to offer 
users several high resolution options, 
including 80 columns. The machine 
will support composite and RGB (red, 
green, blue) monitors. 

The machine will be fully compatible 
with the TI Peripheral Expansion Box, 
which will be used as a "card cage," 
according to Ryan. Apparently, the 
new console itself will not have any _ 
provision for expansion. All expansion 
will be done through the TI PEB. 

The disk operating system is 
expected to be somewhat different from 
the TI system, without sacrificing TI 
compatibility. (Whether the machine 
will be compatible with non-TI hard
ware is not known.) The disk operating 
system, while based on the TI system, 
will allow configurations ranging from 
single-sided, single-density to quad 

Oak Tree Acorn 99 

density. It will also allow users to 
interface a Winchester hard disk 
without the use of a hard disk 
controller. 

''Now, with a much faster machine 
and greater VD P RAM, we will see 
some truly amazing graphics capabili
ties,'' Ryan notes. ''Being separate 
from the CPU addressing, this VDP 
RAM will not slow the machine down 
the way it does the 4A. Rather than the 
CPU being owned and operated by the 
Graphics Read Only Memory 
(GROM), possibilities such as page 
switching, banks of graphics screens 
and multi-layered sprites are on the 
horizon.'' 

Unlike the 99/4A, which runs at 3.3 
megahertz, the new machine is running 
at 10 megahertz. By comparison, the 
IBM PC operates at 4.6 megahertz. 

Although excitement about this new 
machine seems to be building, there are 
those who believe the creation of a new 
TI compatible console is a very risky 
proposition. The success of this new 
machine may well depend on the 
loyalty of today's TI users, not to 
mention the marketing skills of the 
manufacturer. 

Not all aspects of the machine are set 
in stone, Ryan says. For instance, its 
sound/music capabilities have not been 
fully defined, and the question of 
whether to develop speech is open. 
Ryan notes that though it would be 
possible to add speech capability via a 
PEB card, the manufacturer may be 
inclined to include it in the machine if 
enough potential buyers find such a 
capability to be· of use. 

Ryan says that the ultimate fate of the 
new machine will lie in the hands of 
TI owners. Although the manufacturer 
does not want to be identified, it is 
listening to users and gauging its 
chances for success by what it hears, 
or sees. Those who have suggestions 
about what they would like to see in 
the machine or would like to make 
comments about it may send their 
responses to MIG:ROpendium. We will 
forward them to the manufacturer. 
Send your responses to COMPUTER, 
c/o MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Finally, no word on price has been 
officially mentioned, though it is likely 
to be marketed in the $300-600 range. 

Database program released 
Oak Tree Systems is now deliver

ing its long-awaited Acorn 99 data
base system. THe program comes 
on two disks and requires Extended 
BASIC, memory expansion and a 
disk system. A printer is optional. It 
sells for $69.95 and includes an 
extensive manual in a three-ring 
binder. 

Acorn 99 allows the user to develop 
a database consisting of up to 14 
categories and a "key" field in a 
"master record" and three groups 
of "detail records" which may con
sist of up to 14 data items each. 
Thus, up to 57 data items may be 
included in a single database. Indi
vidual data items can be up to 240 
characters long. Maximum record 

size is 254 characters. The number 
of records is limited to the storage 
capacity of a disk. It works with all 
disk formats, from single-density, 
single-sided to double-density, 
double-sided. The user can config
ure the system for number of drives, 
printer type and screen color. 

The program uses Oak Tree's 
Display Enhancement Package to 
produce a 40-column screen. 

Acorn 99 is unique among TI 
record management software in 
many ways. For one thing, users 
may create a "dictionary" of up to 
100 data items that can be used to 
create a variety of database appli
cations. It offers range checking of 
data items, and users may search 

for data on any field.Users may also 
create subsets of the database which 
include only those records that meet 
certain search criteria. 

The master records use a "key" 
field as the search field for updating 
purposes. This may consist of a 
string, number or integer and does 
not necessarily have to be unique. 
For example, in creating a mailing 
list database, the user may specify 
the last name as the key field, and, 
so long as range-checking is not 
invoked, may use the same last 
name, say Smith, any number of 
times and be able to access anybody 
by the name of Smith in the database 
sequentially or in sorted order for 

( Please turn to Page 23) 



Programs deal 
with finances 

Design Strategies, of 69-B Bethel 
Church Rd., Jackson, NJ 08527, has 
released its Personal Computing 
Package for the 99/4A. The company 
describes this program as ''a multi
functional computing package for the 
typical home computer user." Included 
are Visi-Checkbook, Check Book 
Balancer, Personal Tax Organizer and 
Income/Expense Accountant. All 
programs operate out of console 
BASIC using a cassette recorder. A 
diskette drive option is included and 
data files may be transferred between 
the two media. A printer option is also 
included. The price is $17. 98 for the 
entire package. 

Visi-Checkbook is a personal check
book analyzer which reviews a full year 
of checkbook entries with month-to
mon th and minimum-maximum 
comparisons. 

Check Book Balancer is a calulator 
program that provides automatic per 
check charge. 

Personal Tax Organizer organizes 
deductions using the Schedule A tax 
format . 

Income/Expense Accountant 
prepares customized income/expense 
reports. 

ACORN99-

(Continued from Page 22) 
updating purposes. For record 
review purposes, any field or com
bination of fields may be used as the 
search criterion. 

Acorn 99 also allows easy access to 
databases via Extended BASIC pro
gram. The manual provides a 
number of examples of this. 
Through such programs, users may 
access up, to three databases 
simultaneously. 

MICROpendium will be reviewing 
Acorn 99 in a future issue. Oak Tree 
Systems has been offering an intro
ductory price of $59.95 for the pro
gram, though it is not known at this 
time whether the price is still in 
effect. For information, contact the 
company at 3922 Valentine Rd., 
Whitmore Lake, Mi 48189. 
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CorComp's 9900 box 
is cool and quiet 
CorComp Inc. didn't set any speed 

records in getting its much talked 
about 9900 Micro Expansion System 
to the market, but the wait appears 
to have been well worth it. 

The tiny black box-measuring 5 
inches X 5 inches X 3 inches-plugs 
directly into the peripheral port on 
the right side of the TI99/4A console 
and provides users with an RS232 
port, parallel port, 32K memory 
expansion and a disk drive con
troller capable of handling up to four 
disk drives. What is more, the box 
generates no sound and very little 
heat. Unlike the bulky TI Peripheral 
Expansion Box, the CorComp box 
has no noisy cooling fan. Of course, 
the CorComp box is not expandable 
and does not provide purchasers 
with the ability to use peripheral 
cards produced by other manufactu
rers. 

However, the box does provide 
users with the most popular features 
of the TI expansion system. The list 
price is about $429. However, many 
vendors are offering generous 
discounts. 

Included with the box is a plug-in 
power supply similar in size to the TI 
console power supply and Cor
Comp's excellent disk manager 
program. Users must furnish their 
own ribbon cables to connect a disk 
drive to the box. 

All peripheral connections are 
made in the back of the box. 
Included are a 25-pin RS232 port, 16-
pin parallel port and 24-pin disk 
drive port. All are standard TI 
configurations. 

The disk controller has the same 
characteristics as CorComp's disk 

controller card, which is designed to 
fit the TI PEE. The controller can 
access up to four disk drives in for
mats ranging from single-sided, 
single-density to double-sided, 
double-density. A single-density, 
single-sided diskette can store about 
90 kilobytes of data while a double
sided, double-density diskette will 
store about 360 kilobytes of files and 
programs. 

For more information, contact 
CorComp at 1255 N. Tustin Ave., 
Anaheim, CA 92807, (714) 630-2903. 
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Morning Star CP /M Card 

Pros, cons of co-processor 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

With the release last fall of the Morn
ing Star Software CP/M processor 
card, TI home computer users got their 
first glimpse at what the future would 
bring. Co-processor cards are a logical 
step for third-party developers who 
view the Peripheral Expansion Box as 
more than a depository for memory 
expansions and RS232 cards. Lately 
it's gained popularity as a home for 
new disk controller cards and, now, for 
co-processor cards such as the Morning 
Star CP/M card. 

I will note at the outset that this card 
performs superbly. Operating in the 
Os�orne I single-sided, single-density 
format, TI users can use some CP/M 
software. I used the Personal Pearl 
database manager, which is loaded onto 
some 13 diskettes. There are a number 
of other programs available from 
Morning Star, including SuperWriter, 
Random House Proofreader, 
SuperCalc and CBASIC. 

The availability of software and the 
cost of said software, however, 
remains open to debate. I was not able 
to locate a dealer who handled Osborne 
software in the single-density format. 
I did locate Osborne software in the 
double-density format, but the Morning 
Star card could not read it. Many users 
of the Osborne I either upgraded to 
double-density or actually purchased 
the Osborne Executive computer, 

. which operates in a double-density 
format. 

Dual processors have gained 
popularity in the past year or so. Texas 
Instruments loaded its Professional 
with two processors. The Morning Star 
card is essentially a second processor, 
an 8-bit Intel 8085, that turns your 
TI99/4A into a CP/M computer. Of 
course, several tradeoffs are made in 
the process. One of them becomes 
obvious when a program other than the 
CP/M system software is loaded, 
Personal Pearl, for example. Personal 
Pearl is a very flexible database 

Report Card 

Performance: ........................... A 
Ease of Use: ............................. B 
Documentation: ........................ A 
Value: ....................................... B-
Final Grade: ............................. B 

Cost: $495 (PEB card) 
Manufacturer: Morning Star Soft
ware, 4425 SW 109th Ave., Beaver
ton, OR 97005, (800) 824-2412 
Requirements: console, monitor or 
television, floppy disk system, TI 
Peripheral Expansion Box, TI 
memory expansion, TI or CorComp 
disk controller card, printer and 
printer interface recommended 

manager, offering configurations for 
more than two dozen computer types. 
Regardless of which configuration is 
chosen, however, all of them are 
designed for 80-column screens. 

Which means that the 40-column TI 
screen must be scrolled or windowed 
to view all 80 columns. (The Osborne 
I screen displays about 50 characters 
and operates in much the sarrie way as 
the Morning Star card.) Those with 
TI-Writer or Microsoft Multi plan are 
familiar with this. In contrast to what 
they can do with TI-Writer, however, 
CP /M users cannot make the screen 
conform to a 40-column mode by 
setting margins, at least not when using 
Personal Pearl. I do not know how the 
card works with Word Star. Morning 
Star says that its CP/M card is not 
optimized for word processing anyway. 

TI-Writer and Companion, to name 
two word processors for the TI, are 
much easier to use than Word Star and 
every bit as useful. Not to mention both 
are much less expensive. 

Reviewing the card without 
considering the software that operates 
with it is rather difficult. I do not wish 
to turn this article into a review of  
Personal Pearl. However, there are 

( Please turn to Page 25) 
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some things that must be noted. 
Number one is that Personal Pearl is 
far more sophisticated than any data
base manager program available for the 
TI. The only true database manager 
that I am familiar is the recently 
released Acorn 99. (A database 
manager is capable of accessing more 
than one data file simultaneously. File 
managers, such as Navarone's Data 
Base Manager System or Quality 99's 
Database 99, are capable of accessing 
only one file at a time.) 

Performance: The first change a 
user notices after inserting the Morning 
Star card into the PEB is the choice of 
operating systems when the system is 
turned on. The familiar TI title screen 
includes an option for the TI system 
and a second option to select the CP/M 
system. If the CP/M option is selected, 
the system immediately searches drive 
one for the CP/M system disk. This 
disk must be placed into drive one for 
the system to initialize. (One drive is 
quite adequate for this system.) If the 
system disk is in the drive, the card 
loads the CP/M utility programs and 
then places a blinking cursor on the 
screen to await your next command. 

The system diskette includes a 
variety of programs, ranging from a 
directory to an assembler. These 
programs are used to copy and format 
diskettes, rename and erase files and 
write files to disk, among other things. 
Diskettes used with the Morning Star 
card must be formatted using the CP /M 
formatting utility. Disks formatted for 
CP/M cannot be read by the TI system. 
TI formatted diskettes cannot be read 
by the CP/M system, either. (There is 
also a system setup program that allows 
users to define system defaults and 
screen and text colors. But more on that 
later.) 

Unlike the TI disk operating system, 
which allows users to format diskettes 
in single- or double-density, singleor 
double-sided modes, the Morning Star 
card allows only single-sided, single
density formatting. 

Unlike the TI console, which 

includes TI BASIC in ROM, all CP/M 
software, whether a language, 
applications program or game must be 
loaded into memory from disk. 
Although the card includes the CP/M 
DOS disk, all other software must be 
purchased separately. 

Another major difference between 
the TI system and CP/M is that CP/M 
redefines many of the function and 
control keys of the TI console. One 
thing that remains the same in most 
applications at least are the arrow keys, 
which are used to move the cursor 
across the screen in both the TI and 
CP/M modes. However, the CTRL 
key is pressed when moving the cursor 
in CP/M while the FCTN key is held 
down while using the arrow keys in TI 
mode. Windowing is done using the 
FCTN 3,4,5 and 6 keys. TI-Writer 
uses FCTN 4, 5 and 6 to window 
down, right and up, respectively. 

The CTRL key is also used to 
perform a number of other functions, 
making it the most important key when 
operating out of CP/M. Among these 
functions are CTRL C, to reset CP/M; 
CTRL E, to continue command on a 
new line; CTRL H, to backspace and 
delete characters (Tl uses FCTN 1 to 
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delete a space); CTRL I, to tab eight 
columns across the screen; CTRL J, 
produces a line feed; CTRL M, 
produces a carriage return much like 
the ENTER key in the TI mode; CTRL 

Q, turns printer on; CTRL R, to retype 
text on command line; CTRL U, to 
cancel text typed on command line; and 
CTRL XL, to erase command line. 

( Please turn to Page 26) 
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RUTO SPELL-CHECK 

* for 11-NRITER f 

Quickly check your text 
for unsightly spelling 

errors. 
send: 

t S49,9S+S3,00 SlH t 
NC/VISA: Include card I, 
phone I, expiration date. 

to: 
DRAGONSLAYER ASC 
2606 PONDEROSA DR. 
ONAHA, NE 68123 
(402)291-8323
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MORNING STAR CP/M CARD 

(Continued from Page 25) 

There are others, but you get the idea. 
The FCTN QUIT key, which is 

often the cause of frustration to TI 
users,_ is not_a problem in CP/M. Tq 
leave CP/M one must hold the CTRL 
and FCTN keys down simultaneously 
while pressing the ENTER key. 

Some advantages of the CP/M

operating system over the TI system 
are the ability to scroll back and forth 
through 72 lines of 80-column text and 
the fact that the system will not write 
to a disk that it does not recognize. All 
write commands in CP/M DOS are 
preceded by a '' are you sure?'' type of 
query before execution. This is 
common in many programs and 
operating systems, not just CP/M. The 
fact that it is absent from the TI system 
is unfortunate, but not insurmountable. 
A number programs for the TI are 
written to query the user in this way 
before executing write commands. 

The Morning Star CP/M system is 
configured for the ANSI X3 .64 
Terminal. ANSI stands for American 
National Standards Institute. Software, 
such as Personal Pearl, offers the user 
a variety of configurations, though 
none specifically for the TI99/4A. The 
ANSI configuration, however, does 
nicely. Choosing other configurations. 
results in some characters being 
mistranslated. An "X" on the TI may 
tum out to be a ''P'' using the Osborne 
configuration, for example. 

---In reviewing this card, I have tried 
to take the point of view of the 
"average" user, not an assembly 
language programmer. I feel that any
one who is interested in writing CP/M

programs would have purchased a 
CP/M computer. Also CP/M Version 
2.2 is not the most recent CP/M

release. CP/M programmers, · no 
doubt, would be interested in keeping 
up with operating system improve
ments. Thus I will not attempt to 
evaluate the editor and assembler 
programs that are resident on the CP/M

disk. 
In addition to the query that preceeds 

write functions, CP/M also allows 

users to perform certain disk functions 
on groups of files, which can be very 
handy. Two ''wildcard'' characters
the asterisk and question mark-are 
used ___ �P specify several files.- For 
example, DIR MAIL.* would result in 
a directory of all files that use the word 
MAIL as the first four letters of the 
filename. Question marks are used to 
substitute for characters in filenames 
so that the command DIR M???. would 
display a list of all files that start with 
the letter M and consist of three other 
characters. The asterisk and question 
marks can be used in a similar way 
with the ERA (erase) command. 

These types of commands are 
available on a number of non-CP/M 
operating systems. 

One of the greatest advantages of 
CP/M is the enormous public domain 
software library that exists. However, 
locating these programs in the Osborne 
I format may prove to be a chore. To 
be sure, there are Osborne I users out 
there, though they are not nearly as 
well organized as TI users, nor are 
there nearly as many. There is a 
magazine published for Osborne users 
but it costs $5 per issue and is published 
only 4-6 times annually. I would think 
that anyone who purchases this card 
would need to subscribe to this 
publication just to locate software. 

Perhaps the item that is of greatest 
benefit to users of this card is the 
RS232 function. Through the use of the 

. menu-driven "setup" program, users 
may configure serial and parallel ports 
and modify foreground and back
ground colors. There is also a provision 
for modifying the operating system, 
though this is not operable at this time. 
The company regards the setup 
program to be very important since it 
may allow users to _obtain software via 

- telecommunications networks. 
Unfortunately, I did not have a terminal 
emulator program to test the RS232 
configuration using a modem. 

The CP/M system operates some
what more efficiently than the TI 
system, though it is not possible to 
make a direct comparison in terms of 

processing speed. Of course, one 
needn't insert cartridges into the 
GROM port when operating in the 
CP/M mode. Although you can insert 
a cartridge, it will have no effect on the 
CP/M system. In fact, TI users could 
do away with GROM problems forever 
by operating in the CP/M mode 
exclusively. 

Physically, the card looks like any 
other TI card. The card is the same 
sturdy, enameled version that TI 
produced. It provides the user with 64 
kilobytes of RAM and 8 kilobytes of 
ROM. The package includes Digital 
Research's CP/M users manual. 
(Digital Research created CP/M.) 

Ease of Use: The CP/M operating 
system is not particularly difficult to 
use though it is considerably different 
from the TI system. In fact, there are 
a number of things about the CP/M 
system that I prefer over the TI system. 
The CP/M disk must be loaded into a 
disk drive when a command is issued, 
however, since the operating system is 
entirely disk-based. 

Also, control and function keys are 
redefined on the TI keyboard, but users 
can become accustomed to this easily 
through use. In my opinion, any 
difficulty in using the system with 
applications software is a function of 
the limitations of the 40-column TI 
display when confronted with 
80-column CP/M software. This is a
function more of the user's preference
than anything else, and I know of
several Osborne I users who are
perfectly happy using Word Star in the
windowing mode to write text. I
suspect it's a case of what one is
accustomed to.

Use of the CP/M assembler and 
debugging programs will be of interest 
to those who already have experience 
with assembly language programming, 
whether on the TI or another system. 

Documentation: The manual that 
Morning Star wrote specifically for its 
card is an excellent supplement to the 
Digital Research CP/M manual. The 

( Please turn to Page 27) 
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( Continued from Page 26) 

Morning Star manual consists of 38 
letter-size pages in a black, three-ring 
binder. It describes the CP/M com
mands, provides complete background 
on how the TI console is redefined in 
the CP/M mode and offers plenty of 
advice on how to use the various CP/M 
commands. 

Value: I am having great difficulty 
drawing a firm conclusion about this 
card, since I do not feel that I have had 
a chance to fully evaluate it. To do so 
would require immersion in the CP/M 
operating system, which I do not have 
the time to do. 

From an applications standpoint, 
users do have access to some highly 
sophisticated software otherwise 
unavailable for the TI. Among these I 
count Personal Pearl. However, there 
is a high price to pay, literally. 
Personal Pearl goes for about $300 

User reports on 

from Morning Star. CBASIC costs 
about$ I 50. Prices for other software, 
mostly business-related, are equally 
high. Doubtless, users can obtain this 
and other software at a lower rate from 
other sources. For example, a company 
listing wares on the Osborne users 
board on The Source was offering 
Personal Pearl for about $100. 

Of course, there is a lot of pub! ic 
domain software out there, though one 
will not likely find it in the Osborne 
I format without doing considerable 
looking. Criteria for software requires 
that it be written in 8080/8085 code, 
use standard CP/M calls and require 
a dumb terminal. The Osborne I disk 
format can be circumvented, accord
ing to Morning Star, by transferring 
CP/M software from another disk 
format by the use of a disk transfer 
program. I suspect one would have to 
get in tight with other CP/M users to 
do this. I could find no software 
retailers who would do this. 

Although the card is compatible with 
both the TI and CorComp disk 
controllers and RS232 cards, it is still 
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able to read and write only to single
sided, single-density diskettes, another 
built-in limitation that I am uncomfort
able with, if only because it seems to 
be artificial. 

Despite the above limitations, which 
taken individually are not of fatal 
importance, I have the feeling that the 
card is not yet fully developed and that 
there may be more to come. This is 
buttressed by brochures the company· 
has sent to propective buyers in which 
it suggests that the card will eventually 
be modified to support double-sided 
disks and Winchester hard disks. Also, 
interfacing it with an 80-column 
terminal via the RS232 port is possible, 
according to the brochure. 

In the end, those who purchase this 
card will do so for rather specific 
reasons. The cost is too high to buy it 
simply out of curiosity. But for those 
who require the use of CP/M software 
or need to operate outside of the TI 
environment this card is worth 
consideration. It is well-made and as 
far as I can tell flawless in design and 
execution. 

COMPANION 
THE Assembly Language Word processor for the 99/4A 

"Your program is superb ... the program is so good that I expect it 
to be the standard against which all others for the Tl are judged. 
... I have a degree in Computer Science .... ! am particularly 
impressed with the screen editor. You have obviously very care
fully thought out your system and it is a joy to use . ... It is a 
pleasure to see truly first class software finally available for the 
Tl-99/4A." - Dr S. Jacobs, M.D., Calif. 

"After having purchased or reviewed close to a hundred pro
grams for the Tl-99/4A computer during the past year, I can 
recommend without qualification that COMPANION is the best 
program published to date for this computer. It is also certainly 
the best documented. Your program and text are a joy to work 
with ... Thank you for creating a program worthy of its invest
ment.'; - Robert Wolff, Somerset Electronics, N.J. 

"I was particularly surprised at the sheer speed ... I never knew 
that my Tl-99/4A had so much power.· ... COMPANION is defi
nitely a good buy, even at twice the price." - C. Beaulieu, 
Montreal 

"This is without doubt the best word processing program I've 
seen . ... The short, readable, and most importantly understanda
ble instruction manual is superbly done." - Dr. R. Crampton, 
Alabama 

"I feel that your program is the finest forty column word proces
sor on the market today . ... Keep up the good work' It is most 
refreshing in this age of half-hearted software to acquire a pro
gram that is professional in all respects." - D.W. Thorpe, 
Houston 

"All the claims you make for COMPANION it satisfies, and more. 
... I certainly find it easier and more pleasant to use than the 
WORDSTAR Professional Package on our IBM, and far more 
pleasant to manipulate than the BUSINESSPAK WORD+ soft
ware for my TRS Model 100. My only problem is that my son and 
daughter have virtually monopolized the Tl system for the past 
week, churning out 'optional' work for courses to give themselves 
excuses to experiment with the various features." - Dr. E.N., 
North Carolina 

Diskette $79.95 
5825 Baillargion St. 

INTELPRO (514)656-8798

Brossard, Quebec, Canada J4Z 1 T1 

WRITE or PHONE for our free 8-page brochure!!! 
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WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive 

Short-lived hard disk drive 
ED: The following review of the 
WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive 
was written before its manufac
turer, Myarc Inc., stopped its pro
duction and sale. Users may be able 
to locate the WDS/100 on the resale 
market. The review is being pub
lished to inform readers about the 
hard disk drive and to offer a means 
of comparison in the event another 
manufacturer produces a Winches
ter or a hard disk "personality 
card" for the Tl99/4A. 

By JOHN KOLOEN 
Perhaps the most expensive peripheral 
specifically designed for the TI99/4A 
is the WDS/100 System Winchester 
Disk Drive. The disk drive comes in 
5- and IO-megabyte models and sells
for more than $2,000.

Needless to say, the price is prohibi
tive for most TI users. Then, too, 
Jaguars and Porsches are too expensive 
for most of us to own and yet that 
doesn't stop us from admiring or 
wanting them. 

Performance: The WDS/ 100 offers 
users a number of advantages over 
floppy disks. Anyone who has worked 
his way up from a cassette recorder to 
a floppy disk knows how much faster 
the floppy is over the tape drive. 
Similarly, the write/read speed of the 
Winchester is about five times faster 
than the speed of a floppy. As an 
example, loading the TI-Writer editor 
from the Winchester takes about two 
seconds. Loading the editor from a 
floppy takes about 10 seconds. The I/0 
speed of the Winchester is approxi
mately the same as the I/0 speed of 
Foundation Computing' s 128K card 
when used as a disk file. 

Of course, nobody is going to spend 
a couple thousand dollars to save eight 
seconds. The real advantage of the 
Winchester is in its extremely large file 

and program storage capacity. Being 
able to file 10 million bytes of 
program and data on a single disk can 

Report Card 

Performance: ........................... A 
Ease of Use: ............................. A 
Documentation: ........................ A 
Value: ....................................... B-
Final Grade: ............................. A 

Cost: $2100 
Manufacturer: Myarc Inc., P.O. 
Box 140, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 
Requirements: console, monitor or 
television, floppy disk system, 
Extended BASIC, printer and 
expansion memory recommended 

be of tremendous convenience to those 
who use their Tl's in business. Being 
able to have all programs as well as 
files used to operate a business stored 
on a single disk may make a hard disk 
an attractive and justifiable expense. 
Programmers can find it useful on the 
basis of how quickly they can access 
their programs and files. Hobbyists, 

too, can put it to very good use without 
much trouble. 

The WDS/ 100 uses a Unix-I ike file 
management system that allows files 
and programs to be grouped together 
into directories. These directories can 
then be grouped together into larger 
directories, and so on. The system can 
have up to 17 levels of directories, each 
containing up to 114 subdirectories 
capable of storing up to 127 files or 
programs each. This means the user 
can store up to a staggering 246, 12(> 
files and programs. The IO-megabyte 
Winchester has 39, 168 sectors of disk 
storage. 

Files and programs stored on the 
Winchester are accessed via "path
names.'' Pathnames are designed by 
the user in such a way that he can 
logically locate files without having to 
refer to a disk map of the hard disk 
contents. For example, suppose you 
have a general ledger program stored 
on the disk, consisting of 20 separate 
programs. Suppose you call the direc
tory that these program are located 
''ledger.'' This would be the directory 

( Please turn to Page 29) 
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WDS/100 WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE-

DISK MAPPING FOR: 02/10/1985 09:34:10 

WDS1 

DIRECTORY .DSK.TIMP 

NAME SIZE TYPE F' CF:EATED LAST PEVISED 
--·--------- ----- --------- - -------------------

DATES 2 I/VAR 100 

HOUSE 9 I/FIX 12B 

'"10HN ,., D/VAR 80 ..:.. 

LABELS ,.,,., PF:OGF:AM ..:.....:... 

u 1/21/1985

u 12/19/1984

u 12/19/1984

u 1/21/1985

19:�39: 

,.,,., • �c:.>. 
...:,..,.;_■ •-' I • 

12:58: 
19:40: 

18 

6 

18 

10 

1/21/1985 19:39:20 

12/19/1984 22:39:12 

12/19/1984 12:58:18 

LETHEDGEM ":!" D/�/AF: 80 u 12/26/1984 20:29:26 ·-· 12/26/1984 20:29:28 

LOAD 10 PROGRAM u 1/21/1985 19:40:30

M/ACC 16 PF:OGF:AM u 1/21/1985 19:41: 0

M/MERGE 21 PF:OGF:AM IJ 1/21/1985 19:41:22

(Continued from Page 28) 

name, which can also be thought of as 
a separate floppy disk with the name 
of ''ledger.'' Each program segment 
would be stored under the directory 
named "ledger." 

Ledger, however, would only be part 
of the pathname. The first segment of 
the pathname would have to be the 
name for the Winchester. This would 
be WDSl, in this case. Then, suppose, 
the OPEN statements in the ledger 
program refer to "DSKl" to load 
program segments. The Winchester 
allows you to refer to it as DSKl just 
as if it were a floppy, though not to 
DSK2, 3 or 4. Thus, the pathname to 
the ledger program would be 
WDSl.DSKl.LEDGER. (Periods are 
used as separators.) This brings you to 
the ledger directory. Next, you would 
have to enter a program name to load 
from the directory, say, LOAD. The 
entire pathname, then, would be: 

WDSl.DSKl.LEDGER.LOAD. This 
can be entered from BASIC or 
Extended BASIC. Providing that the 
entire program had been loaded into the 
ledger file, the program will run 
entirely out of the hard disk. Files 
generated by the program may be able 
to be written and read from the hard 
disk, though many programs are so 
written as to require floppy disks unless 
extensively modified. 

Pathnames may consist of up to 40 
characters, so the longer the pathname 
itself, the shorter the directory names 
one would use. 

Use of the Winchester depends 
entirely on the ''personality'' card that 
comes with the drive. Without this PEB 
card, users could not interface the drive 
with the computer. This card is 
connected to the Winchester by a 
ribbon cable. Although advertisements 
about $795 hard · disk drives are 
common today, controllers, enclosures 
and power supplies are not usually 
included in the price. For the TI, the 
WDS/100, with its personality card, is 
the only Winchester that is fully 
compatible with the TI. One can only 
suppose that a personality card can be 

designed so that it can be used to 
interface any hard disk with the TI. 

The WDS/ 100 is completely sealed 
at the factory. The black enameled 
cabinet measures 6 7 /8 inches wide by 
5 3/8 inches high by 14¾ inches long. 
It includes a cooling fan t�at operates 
while the drive is operating. A power 
switch is located in the back of the cabi
net. The fan is much quieter than the 
PEB fan, but there's no surprise in that. 

The 10-megabyte Winchester has 
two platters and read write heads, while 
the 5-megabyte model has one platter 
and two heads. All other characteris
tics of the two are identical. 

Included with the Winchester is a 
floppy disk containing a comprehensive 
coll_ection of utility programs used to 
initialize the disk and perform file and 
disk management operations. These 
files can be copied to the hard disk and 
accessed directly from it. Operations 
include everything from backing up the 

contents of the Winchester to initiali
zation. The utilities are subdivided as 
follows: Disk Management, Directory 
Management, File Management and 
Disk Diagnostics. 

Disk Management utilities allow the 
user to initialize the disk (you want to 
do this only once), map the disk 
contents, rename the disk and show 
disk status. All utility programs require 
Extended BASIC to operate. 

The Directory Management menu 
allows the user to create, delete, list, 
rename, back up and restore direc
tories. 

The File Management utilities allow 
the user to delete, rename and copy 
files and to modify file protection. 

The diagnostics utility allows the 
user to run destructive and non
destructive tests similar to the tests 
offered by the Disk Manager II 
cartridge. 

The Winchester is compatible with 
all cartridge-based software that I used, 
including TI-Writer, Microsoft 
Multiplan, Extended BASIC and 
Editor/ Assembler. The Winchester is 
completely compatible with TI-BASIC 
and allows the user to open up to 12  
files without using main memory. 

Additionally, the Winchester has a 
clock option that records the minute, 
hour, date and year that files were first 
placed on the Winchester as well as the 
time and date of the most recent 
revision to each file. The time and date 
is entered by the user when the system 
is powered-up. It is not necessary to

( Please turn to Page 32) 
--
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Sketch Mate 

Preservation of art 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

The Super Sketch graphics board is 
a nifty piece of hardware in its own 
right. But those who have it, 
particularly those with a disk system 
or printer, probably have longed for a 
way to dump their artwork to the 
printer or save it to a floppy for future 
use or, more importantly, revision. 
After all, Leonardo Da Vinci didn't 
paint the Mona Lisa in one sitting. 

Super Sketch provides the option to 
dump drawings to a cassette tape, but 
that is regarded by many to be 
inadequate. The only other way to 
preserve them was to photograph them, 
the results of which are invariably less 
than desirable. 

Personal Peripherals Inc., makers of 
Super Sketch, filled up all available 
memory in the Super Sketch cartridge 
just for the graphics board itself, 
leaving no room for routines to dump 
drawings to a printer. So, for a while, 
the prospects for improvement looked 
rather bleak. 

However, that has changed. Sketch 
Mate has arrived and it is just what 
Super Sketch users have been waiting 
for. Not only does it allow them to 
dump their creations drawings to a 
printer, but it also allows users to save 
the drawings on a disk for later recall. 

Performance: Sketch Mate is very 
"user friendly," as they say. In fact, 
I needed to read only two paragraphs 
of the manual to learn how to dump the 
Super Sketch screen to a printer or save 
it to a disk. 

Use of Sketch Mate requires the 
Navarone Widget. Extended BASIC, 
Mini-Memory or Editor/ Assembler 
must be plugged into the Widget, as 
well as the Super Sketch cartridge. 
Using Extended BASIC, the Sketch 
Mate program loads automatically at 
powerup. It takes a minute or so to load 
(MMM and E/ A load much faster), and 
then a colorful title screen that is 
virtually a duplicate of the Super Sketch 
screen appears. (Of course, it says 
Sketch Mate, instead of Super Sketch.) 

Report Card 
Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
Ease of Use .................... A 
Documentation ............... B+ 
Value .......................... A 
Final Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
Cost: $29.95 
Manufacturer: Amerisoft Interna
tional, P.O. Box 2168, Acworth, 
GA30101 
Requirements: console and monitor 
or television, Navarone Widget, 
Super Sketch graphics board, disk 
system, expansion memory, 
Extended BASIC, Mini-Memory or 
Editor/ Assembler, printer inter
face and dot-matrix printer optional 
but recommended 

You are instructed to switch the Widget 
to the Super Sketch cartridge and, 
having done so, you are in the Super 
Sketch mode. 

Now you can go about your 
business, or drawing. When finished, 
you simply select the SHOW option of 
Super Sketch, hold down the LIFT key 
and press the '' P'' key to dump the 

screen to a printer or the '' S'' key to 
save the screen to disk. Or the ''L" key 
if you are loading a drawing from disk. 
Activating the S or L keys results in 
a prompt for a file name from disk 1. 
That's all there is to it. The FCTN 9 
key can be used to exit the screen dump 
at any time and can be used to exit the 
Load/Save routines prior to execution. 

What happens? If dumping to the 
printer, you get a screen is reproduced 
in splendid detail, with all colors 
represented by varying degrees of 
shading. Shades are based on the 
"luminescence value" of each color. 
This allows the printer to display each 
color so that the viewer can readily tell 
the difference between, say, a green 
and a blue. This comes across quite 
well. As a point of reference, the colors 
of the drawing accompanying this 
article are : black, tree trunk; medium 
blue, water; light red, sky; shoreline, 
textured gray; palm fronds, dark green. 

There are eight different shades used 
to represent the 15 colors on the 
printer. The user cannot actually use 
15 colors and have 15 distinct shades 
appear on a black and white printout. 
But the user may redefine the shading 

( Please turn to Page 32) 
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BMC Color Monitor 

For sharp, clear images 
By D.L. PAHHOTT 

I used to think th(_1t I clicln't w<-1111 .1 

monitor. I thought. "Why should I 

spend $200 to $300 for a video output 

when my 19-inch TV works fine? 
.
. 

My TV setup performed c1ll right 

for about a year. until I stc1rted pok

ing around with Forth and the Edito

r/ Assembler. Because of the TV's 

built-in overscan <-rnd 10 years of 
age, I was beginning to lose the first 

two characters on the left side of the 

screen in BASIC c1nd four characters 
in Forth's 64-column editor. In 

experimenting with Bit-Mode gra

phics, almost all of the benefits were 
lost because of severe "bleeding" of 

the colors. It didn't take me long to 

see the need for the screen control 

and the clear, high-resolution color 

graphics that monitors give. 

So, having decided to buy a moni

tor, I went shopping. Hitting the 
local dealers first, I was told that my 

TI would not support a monitor! So 

much for the local "experts." 

Shopping around, I found the BMC 

color monitor on sale at a K-Mart for 

$20 less than by mail-order. I was a 

little leary of the non-brand name, 

but when the sales person assured 
me of a 30-day return policy, no 

questions asked, I plunked down my 

money and took the unit home. 
The BMC monitor is housed in an 

attractive, light beige, molded plas

tic case, matching the newer TI con

soles. All of the controls are located 
under the screen at the front. The 

3.2-inch speaker is located at the 
right rear, on the side. The on-off 
switch and indicator light are 

located in the front at the lower right 

of the screen. 

The monitor rests on small, soft 

rubber pads, using up a footprint of 

10 X 13 inches. The monitor stands 

13.5 inches high and is 17 inches deep 
and 15 inches wide. It fits nicely on 

my PEB, with a couple of inches to 

SP,are on each side. The screen tilts 

back at an angle of about 15 degrees 

from the vertical. This angle causes 
a problem for me. When placed on 

HPport Card 

P(•rformanet•: .. A 
East' ot' l

l

sP: ................. B+ 
Doeunwntalion: .................. ... C 

Value: .................................... A

Final GradP: ............................. A-

Cost: $268.00 

Manufaetun•r: BMC USA Ine. 

RC'quin•ments: eonsole 

the PEB, the screen reflects light 

from my desk lamp right into my 

eyes. 

Performanee: With the advertised 

350 lines of resolution, the screen 

images are sharp and clear. with lit
tle or no bleeding. The colors are 

sharp and intense. 

The monitor is also compatible 

with all VCRs and vidio-disc players 

with separate audio and video out

put jacks. Partially because of the 

smaller screen and the higher reso

lution. the picture from broadcast 

TV and rented tapes ._incl dis('s is 

impressive. I use the monitor ocT.1-

sionally to keep track of wh._1t's 

being taped, with the sound turned 

low. which I watch anoth<'r clwnncl. 
Included v;ith the monitor ;ire t\\'o 

si:-..:-loot c._1hks. one for tlw TI/Com

modon·. <-1 fi n·-pi n DI:\ ,,. it h I� C:\ 

plugs. (_rnd one with HC..\ plugs on 

hoth l'ncb. Thc .,uclio :ind ,·idco input 

.i,wks <-ll'l' ckc1rl\ mcirkl·d in thl' 

hi.tC'k. on the upper left. Bt'C'ctusc this 

is c1 monitor. the HF n10clul�1tor is no 

longer nl'Cl'SS<-1r>·· The li,·l'-pin DI:\ 

plug goes in the computer \\'here the 

mod u l;_i tor \\'en t. ._rnd the t ,,·o HCA 

plugs go into the uuclio <-1ncl ,·icleo 
.ittC'ks on the monitor. :\othing to it. 

E:-..:C'ept th;_lt there is no inciicc1tion or 

which plug goes into which port. By 

tric.tl cllld error. I found the.it the reel 

plug goes into the video and the 
bl;_1ck plug goes into the ,.rndio port. 

The monitor users 60 \\'atts ;_ind 

has a scanning frequency of 15.75 

kilohertz horizontal and 60 hertz ver

t ical .  I ts  model  number is 

BM-AU9191U. 

Ease of Use: There are not mc1ny 

ways thc1t you can get mixed up on 

( Please turn to Page 32) 
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WDS/100-

(Continued from Page 29) 

initialize the clock when using the hard 
disk. When file directories are output 
to a printer, the time and date of the 
creation of the file as well as the time 
and date of the most recent change to 
the file or program is included in the 
printout. 

Ease of Use: The directory and file 
management system is very easy to 
figure out. Anyone familiar with how 
floppy disk systems are organized 
should have no trouble in understand
ing and using the hard disk system. The 
most time-consuming aspect of 
Winchester use is determining which 
file-producing programs will write and 
read files to the hard disk without major 
modifications. The Winchester allows 
you to access it as OSK 1 so that 
programs that are normally LOAOed 
via OSK 1 can continue to be loaded 
from the Winchester. 

Documentation: The WOS/ 100 
comes with an extremely well-done 
manual. It is bound in a three-ring 
binder. It is full of tips on how to use 
the Winchester with various cartridges 
and fully describes its use with BASIC. 
It includes a very good table of contents 
and enough appendices to keep even 
the most critical user happy. 

Value: A hard disk is a big step for 
any computer user, but those who can 
swing the price will probably not regret 
having spent the money. The system 
includes a 90-day warranty and is 
extensively tested at the factory before 
delivery. The Winchester increases the 
flexibility and speed of the TI system 
without sacrificing any features 
inherent in the TI system and does this 
as reliably as I would expect. I have 
encountered not a hint of hardware 
malfunction and have used the 
Winchester with both the TI and the 
CorComp disk controllers. Both are 
fully compatible with the Winchester. 

BMC MONITOR-

(Continued from Page 31) 

the use of monitors. The only prob
lem that I have is of portability. 
Apparently, the monitor is meant to 

stay put. Although the unit is rela
tively light at 24 pounds, there are no 
provisions for a carrying handle or 
power cord storage. Even though 
this isn't a big problem, I would have 
like some portability. 

All of the front controls are horiz
ontal axis knobs with the bottom half 
of the knob peeking through the 
housing. This means that they are 
actuated by a thumb-wheel action. 
The volume control is usually the 
only control that I adjust during a 
session. This thumb-wheel setup 
frequently causes me to forget 
which way is up. When I try to turn 
down the volume (usually late at 
night) I and my no-longer-sleeping 
wife are treated with loud crescen
dos of "SHAMUS." A direction 
arrow or an earphone jack would 
have been helpful. 

Documentation: The documenta
tion consists of a three-page owner's 
manual. There was no information 
on the proper hookup, care and feed
ing of the unit. There isn't a list of 
authorized repair centers, nor is 
there a schematic of the innards, bvt 
that's not what I'm interested in 
anyway. The only instructions that 
are included are of the connect
video-inpu t-ca ble-to-video-inpu t
connector type. Too obvious to be of 
much help. 
Value: The monitor is lightweight, 
looks good and performs superbly. It 
gives sharp, clear colors with little 
bleeding and overscan. Overall 
screen quality is excellent, as com
pared to the Commodore 1704 and 
the Amdek Color+. 

Although it doesn't have the name 
brand recognition of other monitors, 
the BMC color monitor performs 
well. Along with the one year war
ranty and the excellent video dis
play, the BMC monitor is an excel
lent value. Except for some 
inconvenience with the controls and 
the lack of information from the 
manual, I would recommend this 
monitor to all 99/4A users·. 

SKETCH MATE-

( Continued from Page 30) 

values of any color through use of a 
resident program called O EFINE. The 
program is set up in the PIO default, 

but this can be easily reconfigured to 
an RS232 default. The printout itself 
is in double-width, double-height mode 
and is uniformly 8 inches wide by 5 .25 
inches high. 

Here is a list of the eight shading 
patterns and the standard color defaults 
they represent: Pattern 1, dark red; 2, 
medium red and dark yellow; J, light 
green and light red; 4, cyan and light 
yellow; 5, medium green, light blue 
and magenta; 6, black and dark green; 
7, dark blue; 8, gray and white. 

The program includes a variety of 
error messages, including a DISK 
FULL message that results when trying 
to save a drawing to a disk that has less 
than 50 sectors available. Drawings are 
saved as ''programs'' but cannot be 
loaded without the use of SKETCH 
MATE. Actually, two programs are 
saved: one the drawing under the 
filename you gave it and a second as 
an image file using the same name but 
changing the last letter to an '' E.'' 
Assembly language programmers may 
obtain information about using these 
program image files in. programs for 
$1 from Amerisoft. 

The program cannot be copied and 
running a catalog of the disk will reveal 
no program or files. Also, the program 
may not operate with all printers. I 
found it to be totally compatible with 
the Gemini printers, but it wouldn't 
work with a Prowriter. Those who are 
interested in purchasing Sketch Mate 
may want to confirm that the program 
will operate with their printer before 
ordering. Amerisoft says it will make 
versions of Sketch Mate available for 
other printers. 

Ease of Use: Sketch Mate is very 
easy to use, as noted above. It does not 
get in the way of Super Sketch but 
certainly enhances it. 

Documentation: The documentation 
consists of a four-page manual of 
tightly-packed instructions. Though the 
type is small, the directions are easy 
to follow and quite clear. The program 
is so user transparent anyway that very 
little documentation is required. 
Explanations of the use of the DEFINE 
program and color/shade equivalents 
are very useful. 

( Please turn to Page 33) 
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Freeware ( or nearly so) 

This page is a regular feature of 

MICROpendium. MICROpendium makes 

no claims as to the validity of any Freeware 

off er nor is there any guarantee that any 

software will be suitable for any purpose. 

Freeware requirements: 

-disks sent for freeware should be

initialized;

-unless otherwise stated, you must

include a stamped, self-addressed return

mailer to receive the freeware;

-be patient ( those offering Freeware are

not doing it for a profit);

-report any problems you have to

MICROpendium.

Software updates 
MICROpendium is offering file updates 

for TI-Writer and Microsoft Multiplan. Also 
offered at no charge is Super Bugger and an 
Extended BASIC loader for TI-Forth. 

The TI-Writer enhancements offer new 
printer defaults and true lowercase letters. 
Multiplan enhancements include an auto
repeating cursor that speeds up program 
operation. The Forth loader allows TI
Forth to be used with Extended BASIC 
rather than the Editor/ Assembler. Super 
Bugger is an improved version of 
TI-Debugger. 

TI-Writer and Multi plan updates all fit on 
a single-sided disk. Super Bugger will fit on 
a single-sided disk. All three will fit on a 
double-sided diskette. The_ Forth loader 
requires a single-sided diskette. To order 
any of the above, send the appropriate 
number of diskettes to Freeware, c/o 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round 
Rock, TX 78680. 

Tl-Forth is also available. The cost is $20 
and includes the 232-page manual, the sys
tem disk with screens, a demo disk, postage 

and packaging. Purchasers are asked to 
include two initialized single-sided 
diskettes. MICROpendium will supply a 
third disk containing the source code for 
TI-Forth at no extra charge. 

To order, send check or money and two 
diskettes to Forth, c/o MICROpendium, 
P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Free access library 
Amnion Helpline is offering TI users its 

Free Access Library of public domain 
software. The library consists of 104 
diskettes filled with programs for the 
Tl99/4A. 

The library is operated as a non-profit 
entity by Dr. Guy-Stefan Romano, director 
of Amnion Helpline. The helpline is a free 
information service for TI users who have 

questions about products and other aspects 
of home computing. 

The library provides "volumes" of pro
grams. There are 37 diskettes, or volumes, 
of games; 10 diskettes of graphics-oriented 
programs; 16 music-oriented diskettes; 14 
diskettes of learning materials in many 
categories; eight diskettes of financial and 
business programs; seven diskettes of 
technical, scientific and statistical pro
grams; six diskettes of personal and home 
use programs; and 6.5 diskettes with mis
cellaneous programs ranging from base
ball statistics to programming utilities. 
There are also a limited number of Pascal 
and Forth programs available. 

Volumes are $5 each. The cost includes 
the single-sided diskette, mailer and pos
tage. Users may send their own diskettes 
and return postage and mailer and obtain 
volumes for $2.50 each. 

Volumes on double-sided diskettes are $8, 
$4 if the purchaser sends a diskette, mailer 
and postage. 

All programs may be copied and redis
tributed freely as long as no charge is made 
for them. 

The library also will supply particular 
programs to fit specific purposes to any 
user who sends an initialized diskette with 
return mailer and postage. Enclose a note 
describing the type of program desired. 
Amnion will return the diskette with pro
grams that fit the description. 

Users are encouraged to donate pro
grams to the library. There is no payment. 
Include a note stating that the program 
submitted is to be placed in the public 
domain. 

Order forms for software volumes are 
available from the library. For more 
information, contact Amnion Helpline at 
(415) 753-5581 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Pacific
time) or write to 116 Carl St., San Fran-

_ cisco, CA 94117.

Free screen dump 

Danny Michael, of Route 9 Box 460, Flor
ence, AL 35630, has a Freeware screen 
dump program. The program is written in 
assembly language and is unprotected. It 
requires XBASIC and works with 
Epson/Gemini-type printers. The program 
includes instructions and fully commented 
source code. Send a diskette with a 
stamped, self-addressed return mailer. Or, 
send $5 and he will provide the diskette, 
mailer and postage. 

Michael is also offering Neatlist, an 
assembly language utility for Extended 
BASIC programmers. Neatlist produces an 
orderly listing of programs that can be a 
time-saver in debugging and modifying 
programs. The program allows the user to 

set margins for program listings as well as 
starting and ending line numbers. Listings 
include easy to read program lines and a 

list of variables used in the main and sub
programs. If you like it, he says, you may 
pay him for the program, but not more than 

$10. If you don't like it, ··you keep it any
way,·' he says. He asks that you give copies 
of the program to others. Send an initialized 
disk, postage and return mailer. 

Free craps game 

Ramson Enterprises, 1501 E. Chapman 
Ave., Suite 338, Fullerton, CA 92631, is 
offering its Computer Craps game as 
Freeware. The game formerly sold for 
$14.95. The game requires XBASIC and 
expansion memory. Instructions are 
included as a file that can be read by TI
Writer. Users are encouraged to provide 
f ::ee copies to others as well as long as the 
dedication screen is not removed. Send an 
initialized disk and $2 to cover shipping and 
packaging. 

SKETCH MATE-

(Continued from Page 32) 

Value: I would think that anyone 
who has a Super Sketch board, Widget 
and printer would definitely want to 
have Sketch Mate. I found great fun in 
doing printouts of drawings, examining 
them, making minor improvements and 
reprinting them. Again and again. That 
in itself makes the program worth the 
price for those of us who like to show 
off our better work. And being able to 
quickly save and load drawings from 
a disk opens up vistas of possibilities 
for those who like to start something, 
set it aside and then come back to it. 

Support 
Our 

Advertisers 
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TC-Mail released 

Ramsoft Enterprises, 1501 E. 
Chapman Ave., Suite 338, Fullerton, 
CA 92631, (714 )738-5665, has 
released what is among the first appli
cations programs that runs out of TI
Forth. The program, called TC-Mail, 
sells for $9. 95 and was written by Thi 
Chau. This mailing list program can 
write up to 710 records per single-sided 
disk. It sorts on any field and uses a 
40-column display. The program
includes fields for title, first name, last
name, address, city, state, ZIP,
telephone number and a comment line.
The program will search on any field.
The entire program resides in memory
during operation. It has provisions for
color or monochrome monitors and can
be used to print mailing labels or phone
lists. Labels may be printed 1, 2 or 3
across. It requires expansion memory,
one disk drive and Editor/ Assembler.
A printer is recommended.

The program comes unprotected. 
According to Ramon Martinez, of 
Ramsoft, ''The program is being 
marketed at $9. 95 to try to reduce 
unauthorized copying, thereby benefit
ting everyone involved." 

Utilityware 
M&T Utilityware recently 

introduced two new items to its soft
ware product line: Disk + Aid and 
Credit Card Data Base/Payment 
Analysis. 

Disk + Aid is a single sectoring 
program offering 29 menu-driven 
operations for single sectoring and 
limited memory viewing. The program 
is written in assembly language and is 
disk based. The program allows users 
to alter sectors, view CPU memory, 
dump screens to a printer, view GROM 
memory, read and write sectors, view 
VDP memory and more. The program 
comes in two versions: Version 1 for 
$15 and Version 2 for $22. The only 
difference between the two is that 
version 2 includes the source code as 
well as the object code. Both versions 
require a memory expansion. Either 

version will operate out of Extended 
BASIC, Mini-Memory or 
Editor/ Assembler. 

Credit Card Data Base enables users 
to track information and transactions 
of up to nine credit cards with memory 
expansion, three without memory 
expansion. Up to 200 transactions can 
be tracked with a memory expansion, 
90 without. The program features full 
editing capabilities and sorting of 
transactions. 

Credit Card Payment Analysis is 
used to analyze credit card data, 
providing breakdowns on the amount 
of interest and principle paid each 
month. Based on average monthly 
payments, the program will calculate 
the month and year the credit card 
balance will be paid off as well as the 
total amount of interest paid. 

Both programs require Extended 
BASIC. Data from each can be dumped 
to a printer. The price of $7 includes 
both programs. 

For more information, contact M&T 
Utilityware, 3507 Muri, Muskegon, 
MI 49442, (616)773-4504. 

Epson Tickler 
Gembar Graphics, 455 Amherst 

Circle East, Satellite Beach, FL 32937, 
has released Epson RX-80 Tickler. The 
company also markets Gemini Tickler. 

The Epson Tickler allows users to set 
font styles, countries, print pitches, line 
feed, form feed, margins and tabs using 
menus. The program can also be used 
to place the printer into any of its 
special print modes: double-strike, 
emphasize, underline, subscripting. 
The setups can be saved to disk for later 
use. Extended BASIC, expansion 
memory and disk system are required. 
The cost is $11. 95 plus $1 for postage 
and handling. Floridians add 6 percent 
sales tax. 

DFX-Sketch-Filer 

Data Flex Software, 4420 E. 100 N., 
Marion, IN 46952, has introduced 
DFX-Sketch-Filer, a program designed 
to be used with the Super Sketch 

drawing board. Data Flex says this new 
utility program allows users to save and 
load Super Sketch artwork to disk. The 
program provides a menu allowing 
users four options: Quit, Load, Save 
and Print. (The program apparently 
uses a load interrupt switch to 
accomplish this.) Quit returns program 
control to Super Sketch while Load and 
Save are used to access a disk drive. 
Print is used to dump the screen to a 
printer using DFX-Print Version 1.2. 
DFX-Sketch-Filer requires a memory 
expansion, disk drive and either the 
Editor/Assembler, Extended BASIC or 
Mini-Memory cartridges. The cost is 
$19.95. 

Lotto Picker 

Ridge Services has introduced a 
program designed to help lottery 
participants. Called Lotto Picker, the 
·program generates a series of random
plays for Lotto-type games, duplicat
ing the process used by state lottery 
commissions to eliminate bias from 
selections. According to the company, 
Lotto Picker h�s the 16 most popular 
Lotto ga�es in North America pre
programmed into it. Games can be 
easily substituted. Keyboard or printer 
output controls allow the program to 
be customized to match any system. It 
is written in console BASIC and is 
available on cassette or disk. The price 
is $25. 

For more information, contact the 
company at 170 Broadway, Suite 201, 
New York, NY 10038, (718)833-6335. 

N�wsbytes is a column of general infor
m.at10n for Tl99/4A users. It includes pro
duct announcements and other items of 
interest. The publisher does not necessarily 
endorse products listed in this column. 
Vend�rs

_ 
and others are encouraged to

submit items for consideration. Items 
submitted will be verified by the staff 
before inclusion and e()ited to fit the News
bytes format. Mail items to: MICROpen
dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock TX 
78680. 
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User N□tes 

Spell-Check 
A reader asks whether one can delete 

or change words in a user dictionary 
file created by 99/4 Auto Spell-Check. 
We're happy to say that it is not only 
possible but easy to do. There are 
several ways to do it, but we prefer 
using TI-Writer. The user dictionary 
may be loaded using the Load File 
command. For example, after the Load 
File prompt, enter, DSKn. UDICT and 
the user dictionary named UDICT will 
be loaded as if it were a TI-Writer text 
file, which it is. You can make changes 
at this point, deletions or additions, and 
then resave the file for future use by 
99/4 Auto Spell-Check. 

It is also possible to load the main 
dictionaries, though we do not recom
mend that these be modified. You will 
see why just as soon as you have loaded 
one. 

Because the main dictionaries are 
very long, they cannot be loaded 
entirely into memory at one time. 
However, through the use of the 
TI-Writer merge procedure users may 
load portions of the main dictionaries. 
To do this enter the Load File 
command and then follow the 
procedures for merging part of a file, 
ie. enter the line number after which 
the dictionary is to be merged, a space, 
the line number of the first line of the 
dictionary you want to load, a space, 
and the line number of the last line of 
the dictionary you want to load, a 
space, and then enter DSKn and the 
filename. For example: 1 1 150 
DSKl .DICTI would do nicely to load 
the first 150 lines of the first dictionary 
file. 

Get it back 

James Bandy of San Francisco, 
California, has a tip for those who use 
a memory expansion and Extended 
BASIC. 

He writes: "Here is a trick you may 
not know that does come in handy if 
you have accidentally used XBASIC's 
protection and you have 32K memory 
expansion. First load your protected 

XBASIC program then CALL INIT : : 
CALL PEEK(-3 I 868,A,B,C,D) : : 
CALL PEEK(-31952,E,F,G,H) :: 
(write these values down) and type 
NEW then CALL LOAD 
(-31868,A,B,C,D) ·· CALL 
LOAD(-31952,E,F,G,H) :: then LIST 
and your program is back! 

"It would seem that NEW does not 
erase memory. It only changes pointers 
in memory.'' 

Shoot and fire 
Gary Sonnenberg, president of the 

Watertown (Wisconsin) Area 
Computer Users Group, has a tip for 
Parsec players who use the keyboard 
rather than joystick for input. 

He writes: '' As the manual says., you 
cannot move your ship vertically and 
fire at the same time-using Q or Y, 
that is. However, you can move if you 
use the ''period'' key to shoot 
instead." 

Too much heat 

Wayne White of Los Angeles, 
California, has a hardware fix that he 
says will keep your black and silver 
console running cool. 

He writes: ''Tired of all that heat 
between the power switch and the 
module port? You know, the coffee 
warmer effect! Go to your local Radio 
Shack and buy their -277-1016. It's the 
power board for the beige console and 
costs only $4.95. Cautious? Here's 
how to tell it's ne_\1/-:--Jhe old board has 
black�ned steel heat sinks; new boards 
have extruded aluminum heat sinks. 
(The board is available elsewhere, too.) 
Disassemble the 99/4A with a small 
phillips head screwdriver. Don't lose 
the power switch slider. Remove the 
old board, 18VAC plug and unplug the 
four-pin DC connector. Install the new 
board, orienting it properly and engag
ing power switch. The only thing you 
lose is heat and an LED power 
indicator.'' 

MICROpendium recommends 
caution anytime users attempt to 
modify their hardware or software. 

Forth restart 
TI-F'orth users who load the Edi

tor program and use it only to find 
that they would like to load the 64-
column support file as well have t'Yo 
choic:<_•s: one, they can turn off the 
machine and reload Forth and load 
the 64SlJPPORT file, or they can 
restart the program by using the 
command COLD. 

From the command mode, enter 
COLD and the menu screen will be 
reloaded while data in memory is 
deleted. You may then enter -
64SUPPORT, for example. and be 
able to edit in the 64-column mode. 
l sing COLD will allow you to reload
any of the program segments at any
time. Just make sure that you have
FLUSHed any screen in memory if
you want to save it before entering
COLD.

Bulletin board 
The Downeast 99ers of Westbrook, 

Maine, are running an electronic 
bulletin board. The system, called the 
Downeast Connection, is on-line 24 
hours each day. The phone number is 
(207)797-5690.

2 more boards 
Gary Cox, vice president of the 

Mid-South 99 Users Group, Mem
phis, Tennessee, says that the UG 
operates a 24-hour TI electronic bul
letin board using the TIBBS soft
ware. The number is (901) 452-2876. 
Incidentally, there are some 140 
members in this group, Cox reports 

Another board to remember is the 
BBS run by the Southern California 
Computer Group at (619) 282-3525. 
The board is said to be super fast. 

BASIC help 

What do you do when you have a 
BASIC program that takes tip all 
available console RAM but you want 
to list it to a printer? Normally, 
you'd just send it to a printer using 
an RS232 port in the Peripheral 
Expansion Box but this can't be done 

( Please turn to Page 36) 
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User N□tes 
( Continued from Page 35) 

if all RAM is used. Some RAM is 
needed for system overhead. The 
Winnipeg 99/4 Users Group has 
some useful advice on this subject. 
The Canadians recommend that you 
t u r n y o u r

ystem on in a different than normal 
order .  Turn the console  on
and then the PEB, instead of vice 

versa. This results in a savings of 
about two kilobytes of RAM. Of 
course, you couldn't gain access to 
the expansion memory in this way 
(but you can't use it from BASIC 
anyway). The RS232 port, however, 
should work normally. 

Disk memory 

Want to know how much space 
remains on a disk but don't want to 
run a disk catalog to find out? You 
don't have to, thanks to the following 
program by Chick De Marti of the 
Los Angeles 99ers Users Group. The 
program tells you the name of the 
disk and the number of sectors used 
and available. It then prompts you 
for another disk so you can check a 
number of disks without having to 
restart the program. The output can 
also be directed to a printer. It can 
be run in BASIC or Extended BASIC. 
100 REM**************** 
******* 

110 REM DISK MEMORY AVA 
I L{18LE 
:I. 20 REM B'Y' Chick De t1ar
ti 198::::-
130 REM**************** 
******* 

l 40 Ct➔LL CLEP1P
1 so F'R u.n II F'F:Es�; ( '.:3) sc
F.:EEN DNL_'•/ II : : 

1,-::,0 F·F: 1 nT 11 
( F') coF·Y AL

l 70 F'F I t·•,.IT II ( Et---JTER) TU
EX I T'1 

180 FOR RDLL=1 TD 6
1 '�0 F'P I NT
200 NE\ T F:DL_L. 
2 :t O Cj0'.:3U8 �::.80 
2 2 o m:-EN # 1 : 11 D �:: �:::i • 11 , 1 NP 
UT �RELATIVE,INTERNAL 
230 INPUT #1:A$,J,J,K 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!::::::: .::::::::::::::::::::::::�:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:�::::::::::: 

Forth PIO 
Listed below is Forth screen 72, 

which determines the l/0 configura
tion. The original TI-Forth program 
is designed for RS232 defaults. By 
modifying the screen as shown 
SCR tt72 

below, users will be able to use 
parallel printers. Everything must 
be exactly as it is, or it won't work 
properly. 

0 C ALTERNATE I/0 SUPPORT FOR PIO PNTR 12JUL82 LCT) 
1 0 CLOAD INDEX BASE->R DECIMAL 68 R->BASE CLOAD STAT 
2 0 0 0 FILE >PIO BASE->R HEX 
3 SWCH >PIO PASS � 10 + DUP PAB-ADDR 1 1- PAB-VBUF �
4 SET-PAB OUTPT F-D" PIO" OPN 3 
5 PAB-ADDR � VSBW 1 PAB-ADDR Al 5 + 1v'SBW PA8-ADDR Al AL TOUT 
6 UNSWCH O ALTOUT � CLSE ; 
7 ?ASCII C BLOCK# --- FLAG ) 
8 BLOCK O SWAP DUP 400 + SWAP 
9 DO I C� 20 > + I CAI DUP 20 < SWAP 7F > OR 

10 IF DROP O LEAVE ENDIF LOOP ; 
11 TRIAD O SWAP SWCH 3 / 3 * DUP 3 + SWAP 
12 DO I ?ASCII IF 1+ I LIST CR ENDIF LOOP 
13 -DUP IF 3 SWAP - 14 * 0 DO CR LOOP
14 OF MESSAGE OC EMIT ENDIF UNSWCH 
15 ·R->BASE --> 

240 IF 1::)1\.!$== I
I F' 

1
1 THE-=N 250

EL�:E :::70 
:2�;0 OPEN #:'.: II F' ID II, [IUTF'U 
T 
260 F·F: I NT #:'2 = II ...•. DI �:t:::f'..1(1 
ME c-.: 

II ; 1�$: II A 1·-)A I L_{�BLE�--= 1
1 

; K; 
II u�;[:[):::: II ; ,.] -·-r::: 
270 DI ':3F'L{\"V II DI '.:::�:::hl{:iME ,,_ 
11 ; P1 *-· : 11 r'.:'� l.) {� J L. r.:i p L_ E ::: 11 ; �::: ; 11 !__,i �::: 

ED==''; J-V 
280 PFINT 
290 F'F: I NT '' -El\!TEP t·•.iEXT 
DI'.;:::�:::: II 

�::-00 PF: I NT 
:::; 1 o IF P1N$= 1' F· '' THEr,..1 ��:::zi::::i
EL'.3E: :330 
320 CLO<::'.E #'.:::: 
�:.�:.o C:::UJSE # 1 
::::-40 r'.-'1�-.!·$-== II NUL II 

::-50 C3tJTiJ 2 10 
-�:,0 1 .• .! C::ALL. Cl.Ef'4F:
�3 ·;.r () E t\l J_) 
��:- 8 0 F: EM l :f C: HO I CE FF D M ME 
NUl* 
390 CALL KEY(O,A,S) 
400 IF S=O THEN 390 
410 IF A=:::6c;:, THEt·• .. I :::::/::.,0 
420 IF A=83 THEN 440 
4:::::0 {)t·· .. 1-$ ::-.:: 11 F' II 

440 F:ETUF:N 

Users may want to modify line 250 
to correspond to their printer 
configuration. 

Multicolor MP 

The credit for this tip goes to the 
Lehigh 99er Computer Group, even 
though it's in the Microsoft Multi
plan manual, Page 12 to be exact. 
Here's how to change the color and 
text of the Multi plan screen: choose 
the Multiplan option from the main 
menu. You will be prompted to 
press the enter key to load the pro
gram disk files, but don't. First, 
press the space bar. You will find a 
choice of 12 screen colors to choose 
from. Once you've decided which 
color you prefer, you may load the 
Multiplan program. 

As they say: when all else fails, 
read the manual. 

Magnify 

The following program by Ed York 
of the Cin-Day Users Group in Cincin
nati, Ohio, lets you see what characters 
of your own design will look like in 
normal size and magnified. It provides 
two magnified views. All you need to 
do-after entering the following 
program, of course-is to enter the 
character string at the prompt. 
Incidentally, it will notify you when 

( Please turn to Page 37) 



User N□tes 
(Continued from Page 36) 

you've entered an invalid character 
pattern. 

100 DISPLAY ATClO,l>ERA 
SE AL_L: II ENTEF: CHAF:?�CTEF;: 
PATTEF'.N: II 

: : 
II 00000000000 

00000 1
1 

: : hCCEF'T AT ( 12 
� 1) SI Z E: ( ·-1,f.:,) : {�$- : : FDF.: 
A= 1 TO !::l �;TE-=F' 2 
110 B$=8$&SEG$CA$,A,1): 
: NEXT A :: FOR 8=2 TO 
8 STEP 2 :: C$=C$&SEG$( 
A$,8,1):: EXT B :: FOR 
C=9 TD l 6 �:TEF' 2 : : [)$.::::: 
0$&SEG$CAS,C,1):: NEXT 
C 
:I. 20 FOP I)::::: 10 TD 1 l:: .. STEP 
2 :: ES=E$&SEG$(A$,D,1) 
:: NEXT D :: F$=8$&C$&D 
S&E$ :: FOR E=1 TO 16 : 
: G$=SEG$(F$,E,1):: GOS 
LIB 180 :: H$=H$&l$ :: N 
EXT E 

:1.30 DISPLAY ATC18,l)ERA 
SE r-H.-'--·: 11 OP I r.5 I r--JA!_: " : : D 
I SPUYf PiT ( l f:, 1 '.: 2:i : {.:i$ : : 
D I s F' L P1 \' I� T ( 2 0 ' 1 ) : I I MA (3 �-J I 
F I ED : 11 

: : D 1 �: F· L_ r, ..._r' {; r ( 2 o 
, 12): '.::-;EC:,·$ (HS, 1, 17) 
l 4 0 D I f.�; F' L r'.4 \' {� T ( '.::: '.::'. q 1 ) : �; E

G$CH$,18,28):: DISPLAY
ATC24,1):SEG$(H$,46,19)
:: CALL CHARC95,A$):: C
CALL CHP,h'. ( S:, b !I Hf,) : : DI SP
L{�Y PiT (2, 1): 11 0F'.IC:;IN��L_: I I 

150 CALL HCHAR(2,13,95)
: : DISF't._ti\' (�T (:2, 1 1.'.J.): 1 1 Mf�
C:1 N IF I ED: II 

: : Cf'�LL HCH{)F.: 
(2,27,96):: CALL HCHAR(
2,28,97):: CALL HCHAR(3
,27,98):: CALL HCHAR(3�

160 J$=8$&D$&C$&E$ :: F 
OR F=1 TO 16 :: G$=SEG$ 
(J$.,F, l): � [�dJ'=:'.UB 180 : : 

K$=K$&I$ : : NEXT F ..

CALL CHAR(100,K$):: CAL 
L MAGNIFYC4):: CALL SPR

ITF (#1_, lOO, 2, 84,120) 
1 70 Cf'.::iL_L_ KEY ( 0, [j, H) : : I 
F H=O THEN 170 ELSE CAL 
L CLEAR :: CALL DELSPRI

TECALL):: A$,8$ q C$,D$ E

$, � F$ G$, I-ft. I-� ·r -� 1..-.� -- II ;I n 

• ' ' I ..... ' �• !II � +: !' f••• � -- t, 

: GOTO :!.00 

180 IF Gl< > 11 0 II THEN 190 
ELf;E I$:::: 11 0000 11 

: : F.'.ETU 
F:N 
l90 IF G$·<> 11 l 11 THEN 200 

ELSE I$= 1
1 0:::03 11 

: : RETU 
F;:N 
:?OO IF C:i$·< >

II

:: 
II THEN :�: l 0

ELSE I$.::-.: II ococ II 
: : F:ETU 

RN 

210 IF G$-< >
II

::
: 11 THE:N :·::20 

ELSE I$= II OFOF II 
: : F:ETU 

RN 
220 1 F C::1 ·=f·< > 11 4 11 THEN 2��::o

ELSE I$,::::: 11 :30:::0 II : : F;:ETI....I 
RN 

::�30 IF Gt•< > II �-5 II THEr.l '..?40 
ELSE I$:::: 1

1 3:::;::33 11 

: : F.:ETU 
F:t-� 

240 IF Gt•<> II.
�

. I I THEN 250 
Et_i�:;E: I$.:::: 11 3C:3C 11 

: : RETU 
RN 
2so 1 r:- C:i$< > 11 7 11 THEr-.1 260

EL_SE I-$,::::: 11 3F3F 11 
: : Fd::.TU

F�N 
:260 IF G$·< > 11 8 1 1 THE:n '..?70 

ELSE� I'.¼-= 11 

coco 
11 

: : m::n.J 

F:N 
2�70 1 F. (�1 l·< > 11 c? 11 THf�r··.j :?t::i::::i

EL�=;E r ·:t:.�-::: 11 c:Jc:::: 11 

: : F�:ETU 
F�N 
::so IF� C:it-< > 11 r:, 11 THE:N 2s-·o

ELSE I·$:::: II cccc II 
: : FETU 

F:N 
290 l F' C:1·�1< > II B II THEN :::::oo 

ELSE I$,:::: II CFCF II 
: : F:ETU 

F:N 
:::oo IF G�i< > II C: 11 THE:t'I ::::: 1. ()

E-=LsE r $== 1 1 FoF--o 11 
: : F:ETU 

F.'.1-� 
::; 1 U IF [�$< > 11 D 11 THEt--.1 :::::20 

EU3E I$::::: 11 F3F::::: 11 

: : F:ETU 
F:N 
�:::20 IF r_;�=-< > 1 1 E 11 THEN �::;�so

EL�3E I·$.,:::: 11 FCFC II 
: : F;:ETU 

F:�� 
��::�:.o 1 F b-t·< > 11 F� 11 THEr··J ::::40 

!:J __ ,�JE: I'$== ' 1 FFF�F-- II : : F:E:TU 
Pr\J 
�::-40 :o I f�:PLf'.'1\· hT ( 1. :? • 1.) EF'.P, 
:3E� t�L.L..: 11 vou Er·-.iTEF'.E:.D n VJ 
F?or-.Jr:i 1.. .. ETTEP ! i 11 

� : r:·uF: n 
=1 TO 1000 :: NEXT 8 :: 
(j[ITG:i l UC• 
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That OLD CSl 

Ever get the notion to start loading 
a program from a cassette only to 
decide after entering OLD CSl that 
you've changed your mind? What's 
a person to do? Turn the console off? 

Let the load routine run to its 
lengthy, and pointless, conclusion? 

Not necessarily. There is an easy 
way out. After entering OLD CSl 
simply press SHIFT E and you will 
get the message PRESS CASSETTE 
STOP/THEN PRESS ENTER. 
Press enter and you will have 
escaped. 

Printer orders 

Don Shake of Lakewood, New Jer
sey, has a few tips to offer for printer 
users, particularly those who use 
Microsoft Mulltiplan. Although this 
can be used any time, he reminds 
users that when they want to print 
out a very wide spreadsheet to one 
page they can place the printer into 
condensed mode and it will print 132 
characters across the page rather 
than the standard 80. This is done 
from BASIC before using the prin
ter. The following code will do the 
trick nicely: 

OPEN l: "PIO" 
PRINT 1: CHR$(27); CHR$(66) 

The OPEN statement should 
include the printer requirements, 
whether RS232 or PIO. The PRINT 
statement is used to define the type 
of character set you want to use. 
CHR$ (27) is for ESCape and 
CHR$ (66) is for condensed type 
using a Gemini. 

User Notes is a column of tips and ideas 

designed to help readers put their home 

computers to better use. 

The information provided here comes 

from many sources, including TI home 

computer user group newsletters. 

MICROpendium will pay $10 forany item 

sent in by readers that appears in this 

column. Mail tips to: MICROpendium, 

P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX78680. 
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Classified 

Policy 
Classified advertising is a unique feature of M ICROpend,um 

The cost is 20 cents per word. Classified advertisements must be 
paid in advance. Classified advertisers may request a category 
�nder which they would like their advertisement to appear, but the 
final placement decision is the responsibility of the publisher 

published in any particular issue. Any damages that result either 
frnm errors in copy or from failure to be included in any particular 
ed1t1on will be limited to the amount of the cost of the advertise
ment itself. The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertise
ment. 

The advertiser may elect to publish the advertisement in subse
quent editions at the same charge, payable prior to publication. 
The deadline for carryover classifieds is the same as for new 
advertising. Classified deadlines will be kept open for as long as practical. 

For the purpose of classified advertising deadlines, any classified 
ad received later than the first day of any month cannot be assured 
of placement in the next edition. We will do our best to include 
every advertisement that is submitted in the earliest possible 
edition. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate whether you would like a 
refund if it is not published in the requested edition or whether you 
would like us to hold it for the next edition. Cancellations and 
refunds cannot be made after the second day of the month. 

Send classified advertising to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343 
The publisher offers no guarantee that any advertisement wi II be Round Rock, TX 78680. 

, 

Software For Sale 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SCREEN 
IMAGE DUMP Program for the 
TI99/4 or TI99/4A. Dump a screen 
image in 45 seconds. Editor/ As
sembler or Mini-Memory module 
required for BASIC dumps, Extended 
BASIC module required for Extended 
BASIC program dumps. Any printer 
capable of 8-bit dot addressable gra
phics can be used. (Fully tested on the 
TI-Impact, Epson, Gemini 10 and 15X 
Prowriter and NEC printers) PRICE 
$15.00. Educational, Business and 
Game Software also available. Send 
for catalog to BRIGHT MICRO KOM
PUTERS, 2781 RESOR ROAD, FAIR-
FIELD, OHIO 45014. v2n2 

SOFTWARE--THE LOWEST PRICE! 
Shop No Further! A SUPER collection 
of 140 terrific cassette programs for 
your TI99/4A. Each program at the 
UNBEATABLE PRICE of 50¢. Why 
pay more? Free catalog/bonus cou
pon. Hours of fun! The Exchange, MC-
15, P.O. Box 46, Sterling, VA 22170. 
Visa/Mastercard. SASE appreciated. 
(703) 435-2789. The AFFORDABLE
software package. v2n6

Tl99/4A SOFTWARE 
140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations 
not pirated, not brief routines, thes� 
are absolutely original, innovative 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabilities of the TI99/4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, pro
grammers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, 
refundable. Tigercub Software, 156 
Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
v2n2 

RMJ MAILING LIST PROGRAM 
An exceptional mailing list program 
allowing easy entry and correction of 
names and addresses. True lower case 
letters. Prints entire list on labels of 
two across or multiple labels of single 
names. 900 address capability. Docu
mentation included on disk. Requires 
Extended BASIC, 32K Expansion and 
Disk Drive. Send $12.95 to: RMJ Home 
Computer Sales, 2982 Whileaway Cir
cle W., Colorado Springs, CO 80917. 
v2n2 

RMJ 1984 TAX PROGRAMS 
Enter the data requested and the com
puter will give you a printout on your 
printer or the screen of what to put on 
the various forms and schedules. 
Requires Extended BASIC, 32K 
Expansion, and Disk Drive. 
Form 1040 and Sched A ........ $19.95 
Form 1040A and Sched I ........ $9.95 
Schedule B ..................... $4.95 
Schedule C ..................... $4.95 
Schedule D ..................... $6.95 
Schedule E ..................... $6. 95 
Schedule W .................... $4.95 
Form 2441 ...................... $4.95 
All of the above ............... $49.95 
Send Certified Check or Money Order 
to: RMJ Home Computer Sales, 2982 
Whileaway Cir. W, Colorado Springs, 
CO 80917. v2n2 

WORD SOFTWARE 
Word processing program in TI BASIC 
only $20! Also available in X-BASIC 
for $30. Mailing List program and 
other BASIC programs available. For 
information write: WORD, 2706 
Inridge Dr., Austin, TX 78745. v2n3 

EASY TAX '84 
"Easy Tax '84" takes the drudgery out 
of preparing your 1984 Federal Income 
Tax Return. The program also pro
vides the means to estimate your 1985 
tax requirement. Form 1040 and Sche
dule A are prepared with backup. 
Completely unprotected so you may 
modify to suit your own needs and 
revise for use again next year. Once 
entered, all line entries and backup 
data can be stored on disk. Contains 
complete data update section includ
ing additions, deletions, and change of 
backup items such as individual 
account interest charges. After 
update, tax return is completely 
recalculated in seconds before print
ing. Printed report is ideal as backup 
for possible audit. Requires Extended 
BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion, Sin
gle Disk Drive, and SO-Column Prin
ter. Mail $14.95 for disk (PA residents 
add 6% Sales Tax): J.W. LENGYEL 
1017 Valley Drive, Pittsburgh, PA' 
15237. All Sales Final. v2n2 

DATA CASSETTES 
Popular sizes or custom lengths. Qual
ity 5-screw shells w /leader. Also 
available are 5.25 inches Floppy Disks 
and other computer accessories. C-5, 
12/6.50, C-10 12/7.00, C-20 12,/8.50, C-30 
12/ 10.50. Storage Box add 18¢ each. 
5.25-inch SSDD Floppies 10/18.95. 
Order from this ad, add 2.00 for ship
ping (Canadian order 6.00 shipping) 
send check or M.O. /or send SASE for 
information to: DATA-TRON Box 
161, Vevay, IN 47043. v2n2 ' 

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS 
KIDware has the largest selection of 
kid's TI99/4A software anywhere. 
Over 120 fun, original, educational 
programs at less than $5 each! Free 
Brochure. KIDware-P.O. Box 9762, 
Dept. M, Moscow, Idaho 83843. v2n5 



Classified 
ATTENTION EPSON AND GEMINI 

PRINTER OWNERS! 
Unleash the hidden power of your prin
ter with one of the most practical soft
ware packages ever written for the 
Tl99/4A. No more troublesome codes 
to worry about. Set font styles, print 
pitch, line feed, form feed, margins 
and tabs using convenient menus. 
Easily please your printer into any of 
its special print modes-double
strike, emphasize, underline, sub
scripting. Once you set up your printer 
using this program, you can store 
these setups for later use. TI Extended 
BASIC, expanded memory, and disk 
system required. Available for 
Gemini 10X-15X or Epson RX-80. 
Please specify. On diskette for only 
$11.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling. 
GEMBAR GRAPHICS, 455 Amherst 
Circle, Satellite Beach, FL 32937. 
v2n2 

Income Tax Preparer Program 
Calculates federal tax and fills out 1040 
tax form. Checks for FICA overpay
ment. For the taxpayer that itemizes 
deductions. BASIC, cassette or disk 
versions, printer optional. $29.95 post
paid. THE COMPUTER CONSUL
TANTS, Products for the TI99/4A 
13205 W. Utah Ave., Lakewood, CO' 
80228. v2n2 

FREE CATALOG 
TI99/4A Owners: Many good pro
grams available are listed in the 
TIMOSSA Catalog. Ask for a free 
copy. PROGRAMMERS: If you have 
programs to sell, ask how you may be 
included in the catalog. TIMOSSA, 159 
Dover Rd., Spartanburg, SC 29301. 
v2n2 

TI HEBREW/JEWISH PROGRAMS 
Complete line of Hebrew language & 
Jewish educational software. XBASIC 
optional. Exciting method of religious 
education. Ride Jewish time machine! 
Dig up ancient artifacts in Israel! Be a 
Mossad agent! Play Hebrew vocabu
lary bingo! Your TI can be a Hebrew 
typewriter! Have mystic Kaballah 
adventure! Send 40¢ stamps for com
plete catalog. MICRO-MELAMED 
SOFTWARE CO., 6130 Coralridge Dr., 
Corpus Christi, TX 78413. v2n2 

SCREEN PRINTS OF BASIC, CAR-
TRIDGES and SUPER-SKETCH 

DFX-PRINT Ver. 2 is an Assembly 
language screen dump utility which 
executes in BASIC or XBASIC pro
grams by pressing a Function key 
duplicating the screen on paper. 
Prints to disk file for later printing. 
Using load interrupts (instructions 
included), it prints screens from 
SUPER-SKETCH and TI cartridges 
like TAX INVESTMENT RECORD
KEEPING, VIDEO CHESS and oth
ers. Loads from XBASIC, Editor/ As
sembler or Mini-Memory and requires 
disk system, 32K, printer and inter
face. Uses TI, Epson, Gemini, Pana
sonic, BMC, Prowriter, MPI and Oki
data 92 printers. Send $26.95 (Indiana 
residents add 5% sales) to DATA
FLEX SOFTWARE, 4420E lO0N, Mar
ion, IN 46952. v2n2 

SKETCH FIIER DISK UTILITY 
Adds fast disk functions to your 
SUPER-SKETCH. Loads a previously 
saved picture in 15 seconds! Transfer 
from cassette to disk. Integrates with 
DFX-PRINT (sold separately) for 
screen printing. Loads from XBASIC, 
Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memory 
and requires 32K, disk system and wir
ing of the LOAD interrupt switch 
(instructions included). Send $19.95 
(Indiana residents add 5% sales) to 
DATA-FLEX SOFTWARE, 4420E 
100N, Marion, IN 46952. v2n2 

ROCKETMAN Checkbook Program 
Reconcile you checking account to the 
penny. This is the first step to organi
zation of business or home finances. 
Try this system. Our purchasers use 
this program consistently. TI99/4A 
Cass. $24.95/Disk $39.95, or write for 
more information. ROCKETMAN, 
4104 San Pablo Dam Rd., El Sobrante, 
CA 94803, (415) 222-1626. v2n2 

NUTS&BOLTS 
A diskfull of 100 (!) utility subpro
grams for the TI99/4A in XBASIC 
Ml:RGE format, ready to merge into 
your programs. With documentation, 
just $19.95 postpaid! Tigercub Soft
ware, 156 Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 
43213. v2n4 
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EXTENDED UTILITIES 
Add 8 new f ea tu res to your Extended 
BASIC programming, just load in the 
machine coded subroutines once and 
you have full use of scroll right, left, 
up, down with screen wrap on or off, 
also save screen and old screen for fast 
screen displays all fast and accurate. 
Available on disk or cassette. Memory 
expansion and XBASIC are required. 
Send $8.00 check or money order to: 
DE Software, P.O. Box 266, New 
Waterford, OH 44445. Please specify 
cassette or disk. v2n2 

Tl99/4A SOFTWARE 
140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovative 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabilities of the TI99/4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, pro
grammers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, 
refundable. Tigercub Software, 156 
Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 43123. 
v2n5 

Miscellaneous 

WORK CENTER 
99/4A Work Center plans. Requires 
only one weekend and two sheets of 
plywood. Need no fancy tools. 30-inch 
by 60-inch double top design provides 
two drawers, correct typing height, 
conceals the PEB cable and covers the 
console when not in use. Trestle-style 
base (very sturdy) provides shelf 
space for books and magazines. For 
ten-page instructions, assembly dia
grams and cutting layouts send $3.00 
to: Paul Stehling, 2403 San Patricio 
Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501. 
v2n2 

P-Code Card For Sale
P-Code Card and p-System software
for sale. Purchased new in November
1984. Includes all documentation. $200.
Jim Chaney, Freemont 316, Cal Poly
State University, San Luis Obispo, CA
9341 O, ( 805) 546-4231. v2n2
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/ 4A 

Subscription Fees 

$15 for 12 issues via domestic third class mail 
$18.50 for 12 issues via domestic first-class mail 

$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian delivery 
$21.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign delivery via 
surface mail 
$28.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign delivery via 
air-mail 

(Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax) 

Address Changes 

Because MICROpendium requests address 
changes from the postal service, subscribers who 

move will have the delivery of their most recent 

issues(s) delayed unless MICROpendium is notified 
six weeks in advance of address changes. The U.S. 
Postal Service will not forward MICROpendium but 
will supply us with the new address of the sub

scriber, eventually. Please include your old address 
as it appears on your mailing label when making an 
address change. 

New Back Issue Policy 

91ck issues of MICROpendium are available to sub-
-ers only. Those wishing back issues may notify

1 Is of the issues(s) desired and include $1.35 per 

:::'."•1e desired in a check or money order. These will 
be maiied first class to the subscriber. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing their subscription to 

MICROpendium without missing a single issue must do so before 

their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical 

mailing label that is attached to the 
front of subscriber copies. 

The upper line includes informa

tion about the month the subscrip

tion was entered and the number of 
the first issue the subscriber receiv

ed. This information is accurate for 

those who have backdated their sub-· 
scriptions as well as those who have 

not. (An asterisk included with the nu -

bers indicates that the subscri ion 
has been renewed. Renewal hang

ing from third to first cl mailing 
will not have the asteri added until 

the month the firs class mailing 

begins.) 

When renew· g subscriptions, in-
clude a co of a mailing label or 

e codes that appear on 

i05 

Code description 

Refers to status of sub-

cription. "A" means active. 

The combination of the 

next four numbers refers to 

the month and year the sub

scr iption was actua l!�, 

entered. 

-The next 2-4 characters represent Jhe type of subscription and the 

number or initial of the month of the year the subscription started. 

"S" means subscriber. Refer to the following definitions tor the issue

your subscription started: 

2=February 

3=March 

4=April 

S=May 

6=June 

7=July 

8=August 

9=September 

0=October 

N=November 

O=December 

1 =January 

Our subscription year runs from February to January. In other words, our first 

edition of any year will be the February edition. The last edition of any year will 

be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2'" subscriptions must 

renew this month to receive this year's February edition 

- ----------------------------------7

SUBSCRIBE 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 
Tl99/4A 

News & Views 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am
enclosing $ in a check or money order in U.S.
funds. (Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to:
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680.

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

v2n2 

�-------------------------------�---� 
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